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Preface

This report is one of four reports published as part of the North American Renewable Integration
Study, or NARIS:
•
•
•
•

The North American Renewable Integration Study: A U.S. Perspective (this report)
The North American Renewable Integration Study: A U.S. Perspective—
Executive Summary
The North American Renewable Integration Study: A Canadian Perspective
The North American Renewable Integration Study: A Canadian Perspective—
Executive Summary

For more information about NARIS, see www.nrel.gov/analysis/naris.html.
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1 Introduction

The North American Renewable Integration Study (NARIS) is the first detailed power system
integration study for the entire North American continent. NARIS aims to inform grid planners,
operators, policymakers, and other stakeholders about the potential opportunities for system
integration of large amounts of wind, solar, and hydropower to create a low-carbon grid in the
future. The NARIS project began in 2016. This report describes a U.S. perspective in
coordination with the U.S. Department of Energy, and a companion report describes a Canadian
perspective in coordination with Natural Resources Canada.
The North American electric power grids are evolving toward higher contributions of variable
generation (VG) resources (i.e., wind and solar) for several reasons, including lower costs and
lower emissions. NARIS analyzes the entire North American continent, which is composed of
five asynchronous interconnections that overlap the three countries. The analysis and conclusions
of the study can help guide stakeholders to understand how the components of the power system
can help work together to create a reliable, cost-effective, low-carbon grid in North America.
This includes understanding the benefits of different technologies and operating practices to the
future system.
The key analysis goals of NARIS were to evaluate a set of possible pathways for North
American grid evolution through 2050 and to leverage production cost and Monte Carlo
modeling tools to understand key questions about grid flexibility and resource adequacy.
NARIS extends and complements grid integration studies from the past, including the Pan
Canadian Wind Integration Study (GE Energy Consulting 2016), Western Wind and Solar
Integration Study (GE Energy 2010), and Eastern Renewable Generation Integration Study
(Bloom et al. 2016). However, there are a few key differences between NARIS and most of these
large, stakeholder-driven studies:
•

•
•

NARIS studies all the grid-connected portions of Canada, the United States, and Mexico
and applies consistent methods and data throughout. This includes the Eastern
Interconnection, the Western Interconnection, the Texas Interconnection, the Quebec
Interconnection, and the Sistema Eléctrico Nacional (Mexico).
Partly because of its longer study horizon, NARIS studies higher deployment of
renewable generation, especially VG resources such as wind and solar photovoltaics,
throughout North America.
NARIS optimizes the entire generation fleet and transmission infrastructure evolution
through 2050, which makes each scenario specifically designed to key assumptions
(Section 1.2). Many previous integration studies started with a planned system and added
wind and solar to that system, without additional retirements or changes to the rest of the
generating fleet.

1
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Some of the key accomplishments of NARIS include:
•

Analysis
o Performed the most comprehensive long-term analysis of power system evolution
to date on the North American grid using models and data sets described in
Section 2
o Analyzed the feasibility and adequacy of high-renewable scenarios

o Analyzed the value of technologies, including transmission, hydropower
flexibility, and storage in the future power system
•

Tools and Methods
o Created continental capacity expansion planning tool (Regional Energy
Deployment System Model, or ReEDS) based on expansion of the existing U.S.
tool. The ReEDS model and data for the United States is open-sourced, with
extensibility for Canada and Mexico pending public data. Aggregated results from
the ReEDS modeling in NARIS are available on the NARIS website. 1
o Created open-sourced the Probabilistic Resource Adequacy Suite (PRAS) 2
modeling framework to assess multiregional system reliability metrics.
o Improved methods for representing resource adequacy in capacity expansion
models to produce reliable scenarios. This method has been open-sourced as part
of ReEDS.
o Created open-sourced, consistent, continent-wide wind resource data with 5minute time resolution representing 2007–2014 (expanding the existing U.S. data
set for wind). Solar 5-minute data were downscaled from existing the 30-minute
National Solar Radiation Database data set. 3
o Created 5-minute resolution data sets for wind power, solar power, and load for a
variety of scenarios
o Created the open-source Renewable Energy Potential Model (reV) 4 model for
geospatial analysis and data preparation for consistent use between modeling
platforms.
o Created dGen (Distributed Generation Market Demand) 5 distributed photovoltaics
(DPV) adoption models for Canada and Mexico by extending the existing U.S.

“North American Renewable Integration Study,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/naris.html.
“Probabilistic Resource Adequacy Suite,” GitHub, https://github.com/NREL/PRAS.
3
Data are available at “NREL Wind Integration National Dataset,” Amazon Web Services,
https://registry.opendata.aws/nrel-pds-wtk/. Usage examples are available at “NREL Highly Scalable Data Service
(HSDS) Examples,” GitHub, https://github.com/nrel/hsds-examples. Solar data are available at “NSRDB: National
Solar Radiation Database,” NREL, https://nsrdb.nrel.gov/.
4
“reV: The Renewable Energy Potential Model,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/gis/renewable-energy-potential.html.
5
“Distributed Generation Market Demand,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/dgen/.
1
2
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model, with as much data consistency with the U.S. model as the data
sources allow
o Refined hydropower flexibility assumptions in the models, enabling sensitivities
to understand the value of flexibility.
The primary technologies considered in NARIS were wind, solar PV, and hydropower, with
a focus on the flexibility benefits of existing hydropower. Transmission and storage were
examined with a variety of modeling runs. Other renewable generation technologies that might
contribute to the system in 2050 but were not a key focus in the study include concentrating solar
power, geothermal, and biomass; for these resources (and also nuclear generation), existing
assumptions in the models and data sets were used (for costs and performance of new and
existing assets), but no additional scenario analysis was done to understand the potential
pathways for these resources.
The methods and analysis for this study were guided by the NARIS Technical Review
Committee, which helped ensure the methods and data were rigorous, and that we were
addressing important questions.

1.1 Motivation

North America has abundant and diverse energy resources, including renewable resources.
For example, Figure 1 (page 4) shows wind and solar resource, and Figure 2 (page 5) shows
hydropower installations and transmission infrastructure. However, with significant growth
in wind and solar generation in the past decade, the grid is becoming more meteorologically
dependent than ever before. NARIS endeavors to examine the challenges and opportunities
associated with this increased dependence.
Existing and new generation technologies like reservoir, run-of-river, and pumped-storage
hydropower; battery storage; and thermal generation all play a role in the future grid. NARIS’
findings, like those of much previous work, verify that transmission infrastructure with
coordinated operation can help North America take advantage of the diversity of resources
to produce affordable and reliable energy. NARIS aims to analyze some of the ways these
technologies can work together in a variety of future scenarios.
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Figure 1. North American wind (top) and solar (bottom) resource
North America has some of the best wind and solar resource in the world, and all regions have excellent wind
or solar resources nearby. Many regions have good resource for both wind and solar. These maps show the
resource potential; siting and other constraints will limit deployment in some areas, and other inputs like
temperature and air density will impact the translation of the resource to power.
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Figure 2. Installed hydropower and transmission lines of North America
North America has hydropower resource concentrated in several regions throughout the continent. It is evident that
many high-voltage transmission lines have been built to connect hydropower with load centers (e.g., the West Coast
and East Coast). Transmission helps enable geographic diversity among all generating resources and load, and
hydropower generation can also contribute to the flexibility. Although the NARIS scenarios do not model extensive
hydropower expansion, the value provided by hydropower is examined in Section 3.4

1.2 Scenario Overview

The NARIS scenarios were designed to examine a range of future possible grid evolution; many
of them share assumptions with the annual National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
Standard Scenarios 6 work. The four “core scenarios” shown in Table 1 indicate four potential
pathways of North American grid evolution through 2050. Figure 3 shows the key assumptions
for the core scenarios; detailed assumptions are available in Section 2.
Table 1. Key Assumptions in the NARIS Core Scenarios through 2050

6

Scenario

Key Assumptions

Business as Usual
(BAU)

The North American grid continues to evolve with expected trajectories for all
technology costs, and there are no major changes to carbon legislation across
the continent. The scenario includes only state-based requirements as of
October 2018 in the United States.

Low-Cost Variable
Generation (LowCost VG)

VG, including wind and solar, follows a low-cost trajectory based on NREL’s
2018 Annual Technology Baseline (ATB).b Otherwise, the scenario is the same
as the BAU scenario.

“Standard Scenarios ,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/standard-scenarios.html.
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Scenario

Key Assumptions

Carbon Constrained
(CO2 Constrained)

Carbon emissions from the electricity sector are reduced throughout North
America, including an 80% reduction from 2005 levels in the United States and
Mexico and a 92% reduction in Canada, also from 2005 levels.a Otherwise, the
scenario is the same as the BAU scenario.

Electrification

New end-use energy demands, including heating and transportation are
electrified. And 2050 loads are nearly double the 2020 loads. Otherwise, the
scenario is the same as Carbon Constrained scenario.

The starting points for the carbon assumptions, especially in the Carbon Constrained scenarios, were the Paris
Agreement Mid-Century Strategy documents in all three countries (Government of Canada 2016; SEMARNATINECC 2016; White House 2016), with the BAU being based on legislation in Canada

a

b

“Annual Technology Baseline: 2018 ATB,” NREL, https://atb.nrel.gov/electricity/2018/.

Figure 3. Comparison of core scenarios in NARIS
All changes noted above are in comparison with the BAU.
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We also studied a variety of sensitivities to these core scenarios, typically by varying one
assumption at a time. These changes include gas prices, transmission build assumptions, storage
costs, and other variables. Each sensitivity describes the entire evolution of the grid through 2050
and is referred to as a “scenario” throughout the report. This report focuses primarily on the core
scenarios, especially the BAU and Low-Cost VG. The sensitivities help us understand
uncertainty and help us quantify the impacts of key assumptions or technologies. Where the
additional scenarios are important for conclusions, they are described and presented in the
appropriate section. Detailed results for all scenarios are available are available on the NARIS
website. 7

7

“North American Renewable Integration Study,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/naris.html.
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Table 2. Key Assumptions in All Scenarios through 2050a
Scenario
(+ Sensitivity Tag)
Business as Usual (BAU)
BAU Early Retire
BAU High Cost Gas
BAU Low Cost Gas
BAU Low Cost Storage

Canada Carbon
Policyb
80% Reduction
—
—
—
—

U.S. Carbon
Policyb
State-Level
—
—
—
—

Mexico Carbon
Policyb
50% clean
—
—
—
—

BAU Macro Grid
BAU No Cross-Border
Expansion

—
—

—
—

—
—

Cost
Trajectories
BAU
—
—
—
Low-cost
storage
—
—

Transmissionc
Coordinated
—
—
—
—

Retirementsd
BAU
Early
—
—
—

Electrificatione
BAU
—
—
—
—

Gas
Price
BAU
—
High
Low
—

+ Macrogrid
+ No new crossborder lines
allowed
Uncoordinated,
no new crossborder lines
Uncoordinated

—
—

—
—

—
—

BAU No Cross-Border
Expansion Uncoordinated

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

BAU Uncoordinated
Low-Cost Variable
Generation (VG)
Low Cost VG Early Retire
Low Cost VG High Cost Gas
Low Cost VG Low Cost Gas
Low Cost VG and Storage

—

—

—

80% Reduction
—
—
—
—

State-Level
—
—
—
—

—
50% Clean
Energy
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

Low Cost VG Macro Grid
Low Cost VG No Cross-Border
Expansion

—
—

—
—

—
—

Low-Cost RE
—
—
—
Low-cost
storage + VG
—
—

Coordinated
—
—
—
—

BAU
Early
—
—
—

BAU
—
—
—
—

BAU
—
High
Low
—

+ Macrogrid
+ No new crossborder lines
allowed
Uncoordinated,
no new crossborder lines
Uncoordinated
Coordinated
—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

Low Cost VG No Cross-Border
Expansion Uncoordinated

—

—

—

—

–

—

—

Low Cost VG Uncoordinated
Carbon Constrained
CO2 Constrained Early Retire
CO2 Constrained High Cost Gas
CO2 Constrained Low Cost Gas
CO2 Constrained Low Cost
Storage
CO2 Constrained Macro Grid
CO2 Constrained No CrossBorder Expansion

—
92% Reduction
—
—
—
—

—
80% Reduction
—
—
—
—

—
80% Reduction
—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
BAU
—
—
—
Low-cost
storage
—
—

—
BAU
Early
—
—
—

—
BAU
—
—
—
—

—
BAU
—
High
Low
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

+ Macrogrid
+ No new crossborder lines
allowed
Uncoordinated,
no new crossborder lines
Uncoordinated

CO2 Constrained No CrossBorder Expansion
Uncoordinated
CO2 Constrained
Uncoordinated
CO2 Constrained Low Cost VG
CO2 Constrained Low Cost VG
High Gas
CO2 Constrained Low Cost VG
and Low Cost Storage
Electrification
Electrification Early Retire
Electrification High Cost Gas
Electrification Low Cost Gas
Electrification and Storage

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—
—

Low-cost VG
Low-cost VG

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
High

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

92% Reduction
—
—
—
—

80% Reduction
—
—
—
—

80% Reduction
—
—
—
—

Coordinated
—
—
—
—

BAU
Early
—
—
—

High
—
—
—
—

BAU
—
High
Low
—

Electrification Macro Grid
Electrification No Cross-Border
Expansion

—
—

—
—

—
—

Low-cost VG and
storage
BAU
—
—
—
Low-cost
storage
—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

Electrification No Cross-Border
Expansion Uncoordinated

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Electrification Uncoordinated
Electrification Low Cost VG
Electrification Low Cost VG
High Gas
Electrification Low Cost VG and
Low Cost Storage

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
Low-cost VG
Low-cost VG

+ Macrogrid
+ No new crossborder lines
allowed
Uncoordinated,
no new crossborder lines
Uncoordinated
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
High

—

—

—

Low-cost VG and
storage

—

—

—

—
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The table does not include hydropower sensitivities (flexibility, wet/dry, or Canadian supply sensitivities), described
later in the report
a

— Indicates no change from core case for the scenario

b

Carbon

c

d

e

8

•

Canada: Assumes BAU is an 80% CO2 reduction and Carbon Constrained is a 92% reduction, which is
more in line with Mid-Century Strategy, and is 80% economy-wide

•

United States: Assumes BAU is state-level policies only and Carbon Constrained is a 80% reduction (in line
with Mid-Century Strategy)

•

Mexico: Assumes BAU is 50% clean energy standard and Carbon Constrained is a 80% reduction

Transmission
•

Coordinated: The model builds and operates transmission in an optimal way.

•

Uncoordinated: The model sees hurdle rates (cost to flow power) between regions and only builds lines that
have a benefit-cost ratio above 3.

•

No cross-border: The model runs the same as coordinated but without any new cross-border transmission
allowed (to help understand the benefit of new cross-border lines).

•

Macrogrid: The model runs as coordinated, with an HVDC (high-voltage direct current) macrogrid. Some
potential benefits of this grid might not be well captured in standard modeling frameworks. The macrogrid is
based on the grid for the U.S. Interconnections Seam study, with an extension into Canada.

Retirements
•

This scenario represents potential concerns for early thermal unit retirement.

•

Coal: In the Early Retirements scenario, coal is assumed to retire early based on whether the ReEDS model
continues to operate with more than 75% capacity factor. This could be driven by lack of cost recovery or
carbon or other pollutant policies. In BAU, only announced retirements are included.

•

Nuclear: In the Early Retirements scenario, all nuclear is assumed to not be relicensed (but operates until
relicensing), based on ongoing retirement concerns. In the BAU assumption, 50% of nuclear is relicensed
and still operating in 2050 (based on commission date)

Electrification and Load Growth
•

Canada: BAU (nonelectrification) cases assume 2050 load of 780 terawatt-hours (TWh) (based on Canada’s
National Energy Board extrapolated). Electrification cases assume 1,070 TWh (based on
EnergyPATHWAYS modeling for NARIS). 2016 load is 600 TWh.

•

United States: BAU (nonelectrification) cases assume 2050 load of 5,100 TWh (based on U.S. Energy
Information Administration [EIA] extrapolated). Electrification cases assume 7,100 TWh (based on NREL’s
Electrification Futures Study). 2016 load is 3,950 TWh.

•

Mexico: Because the Programa de Desarrollo del Sistema Eléctrico Nacional (PRODESEN) and the MidCentury Strategy have similar assumptions for load growth, both scenarios are identical in load. 2016 load is
310 TWh. 2050 load is 790 TWh.

•

In current runs, no hourly profile changes are considered for electrification, except optimal vehicle charging.
Reference the Electrification Futures Study 8 for more work on this topic.

“Electrification Futures Study,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/electrification-futures.html.
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1.3 Assumptions and Limitations

This section describes the key assumptions and limitations of NARIS so stakeholders can
understand the context for interpreting the study results.
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

NARIS is not a forecast or official plan for any given region or state. The scenarios were
produced through specific optimization methods, so infrastructure decisions may differ
from actual decisions organizations choose to make. The study analyzes a suite of
scenarios to understand ways the grid could evolve and operate to help inform planners.
In many cases, the optimization is shallow and there are alternative infrastructure builds
with similar costs.
This study considers enacted legislation with binding targets for renewable or clean
energy portfolios that cover electricity generation at the federal or state/province levels
by October 2018; it does not attempt to extrapolate local or corporate targets, or to
understand how they could impact infrastructure builds. For the United States, federal
policies include tax credits but no renewable portfolio rules or carbon limits for the BAU
scenarios.
More study is needed to understand dynamic concerns, including frequency stability.
This study does not perform any AC or dynamic power flow modeling.
Operational practices will continue to change between today and 2050, including the way
balancing authorities interact with each other. Aside from several scenarios, this study
assumes regions can efficiently trade electricity or build infrastructure if it is optimal.
NARIS is not a detailed analysis of electricity markets. Specific market rules and
participant behavior will impact the evolution and operation of the grid; the study is
based mostly on optimization models and assumes overall cost-optimal resources will be
developed and operated (as described in Section 2.1). The study does not attempt to
determine whether generation resources will receive sufficient revenue in existing or
future market structures.
The study does not consider the impact of climate change on demand patterns, wind,
solar, hydropower, or thermal generation.
NARIS assumes decision-making at the retail (consumer adoption of rooftop PV) and
wholesale (utility-scale generation and transmission) is made differently, and subject to
different sets of policy assumptions. See Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 for details.
No policy recommendations are made in this report.
All costs are in 2018 USD.
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2 Data and Methods

This section provides an overview of the data, models, and methods used in NARIS; many of the
models and data are documented elsewhere and are open-sourced.

2.1 Methods and Models

Figure 4 provides an overview of the modeling process used in the NARIS. Four primary
modeling types underpin the analysis:
•
•
•
•

Distributed generation market adoption: The NREL dGen model is an agent-based
consumer adoption model that projects different pathways of distributed PV deployment
for the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors.
Generation and transmission capacity expansion: The NREL ReEDS model co-optimizes
the build-out of generation and transmission infrastructure, subject to the assumptions in
each scenario.
Production cost (unit commitment and dispatch): The Energy Exemplar PLEXOS model
simulates the operation of the power system at hourly and 5-minute time-scales.
Reliability (resource adequacy) model: The NREL PRAS model simulates simplified
system operation for every hour for 7 years of meteorological conditions (affecting wind,
solar, and load profiles), and thousands of random draws of outages of thermal
generators.

The same data were used throughout NARIS for different temporal and geographic scales. The
distributed generation and capacity expansion models were used to explore the uncertainty in
power system evolution, and then the production cost and resource adequacy models were used
to study a few key scenarios in detail.

Figure 4. Modeling flow
This diagram shows the modeling flow of the key models used in NARIS, including the transmission-level
capacity expansion (NREL ReEDS), distributed PV adoption (NREL dGen), production cost grid simulation
(Energy Exemplar PLEXOS), and resource adequacy (NREL PRAS). The reV geospatial tool helped keep the
data consistent at all modeling scales.
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2.1.1 Capacity Expansion Modeling: ReEDS
The NREL Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) model is an electricity sector
capacity expansion model representing the North American power system. The model, through
least cost optimization, evaluates the location and timing generation and transmission
investments throughout the system. For a detailed explanation of the model, see Cohen et al.
(2019).
ReEDS represents the diverse spectrum of generation, storage, and transmission technologies
relevant to power system decision makers. As part of the modeling process ReEDS contains
an endogenous representation of power system needs. These include operational requirements
in electric power including, balancing demand, renewable resource availability, generation
technology limits. System reliability is ensured by including planning reserve and spinning
reserve requirements. Planning reserves can be served by all types of resources; capacity credits
for wind and solar resources are estimated in each model region and year by estimating the
contribution of these resources in periods of high load and low wind and solar generation.
These estimates are done using hourly load, wind, and solar data (see Section 2.2) using 2012
meteorology. Other years are tested in the PRAS modeling (see Section 2.1.4). U.S. federal and
state policies are explicitly represented, including renewable production and investment tax
credits and state based clean energy policies like California’s SB-100.
ReEDS selects a least-cost mix of operation and investment decisions while satisfying all
modeled requirements described in this section. Model simulations occur in 2-year periods
starting in 2010 (build decisions through 2020 are fixed to historical builds) and ending in 2050.
In historical years, investment decisions are restricted to match the location and timing
transmission and generation developments that occurred. Within each simulation, a year of
operations decisions are modeled with a reduced order dispatch, using 17 representative timeslices to represent year. For each of the four seasons, time blocks of morning, afternoon, evening,
and overnight hours are aggregated based on time of day in local time to form time-slices. An
additional 17th super-peak time-slice is created from the top 40 summer afternoon (1 pm–5 pm)
hours. Reducing the operational dispatch from 8,760 hours to 17 representative time-slices
preserves seasonal and diurnal variability within the model while reducing the computational
burden. Outside the simulation, more granular hourly data sets are also used by the model to
estimate curtailments and the capacity value provided by variable renewable technologies.
The representation of the United States is divided into 134 balancing areas, and 356 wind and
solar resource regions (Figure 5). Alaska, Hawaii, and U.S. territories are not included as part
ReEDS representation of the United States; nor are nongrid connected generation and load. The
U.S. aggregated transmission network is connected by 418 transmission lines (that represent
interfaces between regions) among three asynchronous regions.
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Figure 5. ReEDS U.S. zonal representation

The resulting outputs of a ReEDS solution contain detailed information about the evolution of
the power system relevant to decision makers. The model outputs extends beyond the energy
generated and capacity of plants and transmission interfaces within the United States. Examples
of more-detailed operations outputs include the capacity value of wind and solar and the
distribution of reserves by region and technology. ReEDS also outputs detailed system cost
information, which helps to understand the implications of different regulatory and technological
futures. The results also include a diverse range of environmental outputs, including CO2
emissions. Shadow prices are used to understand economic questions, including why certain
generation technologies are developed and prices ranging from competitive electricity prices to
environmental constraints. Interregional and cross-border international transmission and power
flows are also output. The ReEDS model was run on all scenarios described in Section 1.2;
additional analysis beyond the ReEDS model was done for several key scenarios, as described
later in the report.
Table 3 lists the data sources for all three countries in the core scenarios in ReEDS.
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Table 3. Data Sources for All Three Countries in the Core Scenarios in ReEDS
Category

Canada Assumption

Mexico Assumption

U.S. Assumption

Natural gas supply
curve and regional
consumption

Regional gas supply curves
were derived from U.S. Energy
Information (EIA) Annual
Energy Outlook (AEO2018)
(EIA 2018) price and
consumption data.

Supply curve was
derived from
AEO2018 (EIA 2018)
West South Central
region, adjusted for
projected gas
consumption and
prices in the
Programa de
Desarrollo del
Sistema Eléctrico
Nacional
(PRODESEN 2018)
(SENER 2018).

Supply curve was
derived from
AEO2018 (See
Cohen et al. 2019.)

Supply curves were extended
to include adjacent Canadian
provinces by adjusting natural
gas consumption based on
consumption in Canada’s
National Energy Board (NEB)
Canada’s Energy Futures
2017 (NEB 2017)
Coal prices

Canada’s Energy Futures
2017 (NEB 2017) (provincelevel)

PRODESEN 2018a

AEO2018

Electricity demand
projections (see
Section 3.5.4 for
details on
Electrification)

Canada’s Energy Futures
2017 (NEB 2017)
Evolved Energy Research
(Electrification scenario)

PRODESEN 2018
Evolved Energy
Research
(Electrification
scenario)

AEO2018
Evolved Energy
Research
(Electrification
scenario)

Hourly electricity
demand (See
Section 2.2.2 for
details.)

Various provincial-level
sources

PRODESEN 2018

Independent system
operators (ISOs) and
Federal Energy
Regulatory
Commission Form
714

Existing
generation fleet

ABB Velocity Suite (ABB 2018) was mapped to ReEDS power control areas
using spatial analysis.

Announced
retirements

Various provincial-level
sources

Plant cost and
performance

ABB Velocity Suite (ABB 2018); AEO2018

Transmission
costs

Distance per mile costs were estimated from the Eastern Interconnection
Planning Collaborative Phase 2 Report (EIPC 2015). Transmission costs were
$1,347–$2,333 per MW-mile depending on the line voltage. Spur lines
connecting utility-scale solar and wind to the power system cost $3,667/MWmile.

Planned
hydropower builds

Canada’s Energy Futures
2017 (NEB 2017) (provincelevel)

ABB Velocity Suite
(ABB 2018),
AEO2018

PRODESEN 2018

PRODESEN 2018

Hydropower Vision
Report (DOE 2016),
ABB Velocity Suite
(ABB 2018)
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Category

Canada Assumption

Mexico Assumption

U.S. Assumption

Seasonal
hydropower
capacity factors

Canada’s Energy Futures
2017 (NEB 2017) (provincelevel)

PRODESEN 2018
fleetwide average

Western Electricity
Coordinating Council
(WECC)
Transmission
Expansion Planning
Policy Committee
(TEPPC) 2024 (West
Only); National
Hydropower Asset
Assessment Program

Onshore wind
resource supply
curve

2-km x 2-km Wind Toolkit meteorological were processed using the Renewable
Energy Potential model (reV) to generate cost and performance supply curves
for wind. Generated data are available at the level of subpower control areas
and are consistent with assumptions from the NREL Annual Technology
Baseline (ATB).

PV resource
supply curve

4-km x 4-km National Solar Radiation Database solar irradiance data were
processed using reV to generate cost and performance supply curves for utilityscale PV. Both utility scale (rural development) and distributed utility scale
(urban development) were included with distinct resource costs consistent with
the ATB.

State renewable
portfolio standards
and clean energy
standards

Province-level policies
including the British Columbia
carbon tax and New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island
renewable portfolio standards

N/A

State renewable
portfolio standards
and clean energy
standards policies
derived from regular
ReEDS updates from
the Database of State
Incentives for
Renewables

International
trading rules for
renewable energy
certificates

N/A

N/A

State-specific trading
rules from the
Database of State
Incentives for
Renewables

Canada’s Energy Future 2018 was not yet published by the National Energy Board when we finalized our
assumptions and synchronized the model across the three countries. We did confirm that the key variables did
not change significantly from 2017. Starting in 2019, the Canada Energy Regulator now publishes this report.
PRODESEN, Programa de Desarrollo del Sistema Eléctrico Nacional, https://www.gob.mx/sener/acciones-yprogramas/programa-de-desarrollo-del-sistema-electrico-nacional-33462, accessed 2018.
a

The cost trajectories used for these model runs are from NREL 2018 Annual Technology
Baseline (ATB), as noted above. Figure 6 plots these cost trajectories in comparison to the 2020
ATB equivalent. Note that the NARIS BAU (2018 ATB Mid case) is closer to the 2020 ATB
Conservative case costs for PV and wind, and it is slightly higher in 2050. The NARIS Low Cost
trajectories are generally between the Advanced and Moderate trajectories for the 2020 ATB.
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These are levelized cost of electricity 9 (LCOE) comparisons based on moderate-quality resource
for both wind and solar. Note that LCOE was not used for any purpose in the NARIS modeling;
however, it is a useful metric for comparisons that depend on both the cost and the performance
of technologies.
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Figure 6. Cost comparison for wind (left) and solar PV (right) in the 2018 ATB and the 2020 ATB
All costs in report are 2018 USD.

2.1.2 Distributed Generation Modeling: dGen
Consumer adoption of distributed energy resources is made under a different framework than
that of transmission-connected generation resources, and thus requires a separate approach. And
three aspects of distributed energy resources are particularly germane to the distributionconnected versus transmission-connected discussion. First, distributed-connected resources are
physically sited closer to load, leading to a different power flow than would otherwise be seen.
Second, motivations for adoption are wholly different: transmission-connected resources are
valued at the wholesale rate of electricity, and behind-the-meter resources are valued at the retail
level. Moreover, consumers themselves have several drivers of adoption, including economic
factors such as savings on electricity bills and a hedge against future rate changes, but also
noneconomic ones such as environmental concerns and social influence from family and peers.
Finally, a different set of policies is used to incentivize adoption of distributed energy resources
than is used with utility-scale resources.

LCOE is a “summary metric that combines the primary technology cost and performance parameters” to estimate
the average cost per megawatt-hour of electricity based on cost and performance assumptions. See “Equations and
Variables in ATB,” NREL, http://atb.nrel.gov/electricity/2020/equations-variables.php.
9
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To reflect these differences in drivers of distributed energy resources capacity expansion,
we used the Distributed Generation Market Demand (dGen) model to develop rooftop PV
projections for the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. 10 For NARIS, we developed
new modules for Canada and Mexico. dGen is an agent-based model, representing bottom-up
customer adoption. Agents are statistically representative based on sampling from distributions
of customer attributes for each geography modeled. Agent sampling rates vary by country and
sector, primarily because of data availability.
For the U.S. implementation of dGen, agents are sampled based on geography for the residential,
commercial, and industrial sectors by county (n = 3108) in the United States. Thus, an “agent”
represents a statistical cluster of multiple customers. For the U.S. version of dGen we used in
NARIS, up to 30 agents were statistically sampled for each county (a total of 93,240 agents)
based on representative distributions of features such as power consumption, rooftop size and
angle.
Adoption projections in dGen are modeled through a four-step approach:
1. Generating agents (i.e., customers) and assigning them attributes based on a statistical
sampling of their attributes (e.g., annual electricity consumption and roof size)
2. Applying technical and siting restrictions, such as resource quality, rooftop availability
and quality for each agent
3. Analyzing cash flow to consider project costs, retail electricity rates, incentives, and netbilling/net metering policies; agents “select” PV systems that maximize their net present
value
4. Projecting the future market share based on a generalized Bass diffusion model 11 to
account for consumer behavior (Dong and Sigrin 2019). Market share is primarily
determined by the system payback period, and the rate of diffusion is based on
regressions of historical growth.
Technical potential is calculated in the first two steps by determining the number of developable
roofs and the unshaded area. A building is “developable” if it meets shading, tilt, azimuth, and
minimum area requirements (Gagnon et al. 2016); additionally, adoption is not considered for
multifamily residential or renter-occupied residential buildings. In dGen for the United States,
average roof sizes have been collected for each sector in each geography from Census data.
Figure 7 displays the total technical potential of rooftop PV across Canada, Mexico, and the
United States, ranked by capacity factor and sector. Technical potential includes all rooftop
availability, subject to sting restrictions mentioned above.

dGen can also model distributed wind, storage, and geothermal technologies, but we focused on distributed
rooftop solar for NARIS.
11
The Bass diffusion model determines how quickly consumers adopt consumer goods (in this case, PV).
10
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Figure 7. Distributed PV resource quality by country
This figure shows the technical potential of the rooftop resource in each country, ordered by capacity factor. Most of
the best 600 GW of resource in North America are in Mexico. The United States has substantial capacity available
above 15% capacity factors annually.

Within the United States, technical potential varies and is well distributed among sectors. Figure
8 displays cumulative technical potential by sector and capacity factor, with high capacity factors
available in residential, commercial, and industrial sectors.

Figure 8. Distributed PV resource quality within the United States by sector
This figure shows the technical potential of the rooftop resource in each sector (residential, commercial, and
industrial) within the United States, ordered by capacity factor. There is good resource in all sectors.

More than 1,000 GW of rooftop PV capacity is currently assessed to be technically feasible in
the United States, but most of this is not yet economically feasible based on the NARIS
modeling and assumptions. To determine the total achievable potential, dGen performs a detailed
cashflow analysis for each agent to calculate the net present value of adopting solar. Various
system sizes are tested to determine the economically optimal system size for a given agent
based on their unique load consumption profile, solar resource availability profile, roof-size,
retail rate, and financing terms. The optimal system size and net present value, once calculated,
are translated into a payback period, which represents the number of years before electricity bill
savings from the system’s generation will offset system cost.
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Previous customer surveys have solicited consumer willingness-to-adopt solar at various
payback periods. The results from these surveys are aggregated to determine the rooftop PV
maximum market share (Sigrin and Drury 2014). Using historical adoption data and the
calculated maximum-market share, a Bass diffusion model is used to project PV market share
in each year. Payback period is used to determine the maximum (i.e., terminal) market share,
and a regression on historical adoption trends is used to inform the rate of diffusion for each
region-sector.
For NARIS, three scenarios were examined to assess agent sensitivity to changes in PV capital
costs. The scenarios were harmonized by country in real terms based on the 2018 ATB for the
Mid (Reference), Low, and Constant Costs scenarios. For reference, the 2050 Mid Costs value is
$1,140/kW for residential-scale systems and $954/kW for nonresidential-scale systems. In the
Low Costs, they are $560/kW and $517/kW respectively; in the Constant Costs scenario, they
are $2,857/kW and $1,936/kW respectively. Operation and maintenance costs, which include
inverter replacement are $3.6–$17/kW-year depending on scenario and sector.
We ran scenarios incorporating existing net energy metering (NEM) policies assuming all excess
generation is credited at the retail electricity rate. In a state where the NEM has expired or has a
mandated expiration date, exported generation was valued at the wholesale cost of electricity
whereas the self-consumed energy was still valued at the retail rate of electricity (i.e., net
billing). We also ran scenarios assuming NEM policies expire and net billing persists in all
jurisdictions. Figure 9 shows the annual capital cost of PV per kilowatt used by dGen by sector
and scenario. Note that this cost does not include taxes, incentives, or subsidies, which are
determined by country.

Figure 9. Cost trajectories for distributed PV
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Table 4 contains a list of the data sources used by dGen, summarized for each country. For
the sake of comparability, and where possible, agents across the three countries were derived
from common sources. For instance, each country models the residential and commercial sector
(1) using common capital cost and financing assumptions and (2) excluding consideration of
multitenant buildings.
Table 4. Data Sources for dGen
Category

Canadian
Assumption

Mexico
Assumption

U.S. Assumption

Model
resolution
(number of
agents
sampled)

Residential sector by
census division (n =
293)
Commercial-sector by
province (n =10)

State-level by tariff-class
(n = 1024)

10 agents per county, by
sector (n = 93,240)

Building stock

Building counts by
province and sector
(2016 Census
Program)

Counts determined by
tariff classes for each
state using SENERprovided data

Building characteristics
sampled from Gagnon et al.
(2016), Sigrin and Mooney
2018

Electrical load

See Section 2.2.2.

Annual consumption by
state and tariff class
Hourly load profiles based
on control regions, using
SENER-provided data

County-level load by sector
(ABB 2013; EIA Residential
Energy Consumption Survey
and Commercial Buildings
Energy Consumption Survey)
Load profiles based on
nearest weather station

Retail tariffs

Detailed calculation for current tariffs by utility using the OpenEI U.S. and
International Utility Rate Databasea

Policies

Representation of current NEM policies and financial incentives; both assumed to
expire based on statute

Solar resource

Generation profile for 2012 meteorological year,b
using for population-weighted regional midpoint,
south-facing and tilted at latitude; building roof area
based on U.S. sector-specific averages

Generation profile for 134
weather stations using TMY3
irradiance profiles.

Existing
deployment

Annual installations
and installed capacity
by Province (2016)

Annual installation by county
and sector (2016)

Technology
costs
Financing

Based on 2018 ATB for residential-scale and commercial-scale PV systems

a

System-level
interconnection records
(2016)

“Utility Rate Database,” OpenEI, https://openei.org/wiki/Utility_Rate_Database, accessed 2018.
b NSRDB (National Solar Radiation Database), NREL, https://nsrdb.nrel.gov, accessed 2018.
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The results from the dGen model (based on consumer adoption) were considered in the ReEDS
model capacity expansion to be generation available to the system to serve load within each
zone. An iteration was done between the two models to create the generation inputs for ReEDS
(from dGen), and then to reestimate electricity costs for dGen (based on ReEDS outputs).
ReEDS was then rerun with the new distributed generation build-out. This was done for the
Low-Cost VG scenario and the BAU.
2.1.3 Production Cost Modeling: PLEXOS
To understand the operation of future power systems, we used PLEXOS, a production cost
model (PCM) developed by Energy Exemplar. The PCM simulates unit commitment and
economic dispatch of the future grid infrastructure built by ReEDS. In this report, all production
cost modeling results are from the Low Cost VG scenario in 2050. The results of the PCM run
allow us to understand how transmission and generation operations change at hourly and
subhourly levels while ensuring a reliable and efficient grid. The goal of modeling with 5-minute
resolution 30 years in the future is to understand the overall feasibility and implications of
operations—not to make a precise forecast of the future. Overall, the goal of the modeling is to
demonstrate supply-demand balance using a unit commitment model, considering forecast error,
with 5-minute dispatch resolution and a nodal transmission network.

Figure 10. Sample PLEXOS output of U.S. generation dispatch stack for the week of June 24
(2050 Low Cost VG scenario)
Gas-CT: gas-combustion turbine; Gas-CC: gas-combined cycle

The production cost modeling for NARIS leverages a variety of assumptions and methods for
modeling hydropower and thermal plants for the Western Interconnection (Brinkman et al. 2016)
and the Eastern Interconnection (Bloom et al. 2016); assumptions about thermal unit start-up
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costs, outage rates, and hydropower conditions in NARIS are from these previous studies.
Key differences are described below and in the description of the data (Section 2.2).
Installed capacity assumptions in the base model represent a 2024 power system. The expected
installed thermal and hydropower generation capacity in 2024 came from several sources. For
the Eastern Interconnection, generation capacity, location and type came from the 2026 Summer
Peak Eastern Reliability Assessment Group Multiregional Modeling Working Group power flow
case. For the Western Interconnection, capacity, location, and type came from the Western
Electricity Coordinating Council’s (WECC’s) Transmission Expansion Planning Policy
Committee (TEPPC) 2024 model with updates from the TEPPC 2026 case. Parameters for the
Texas Interconnection came from the Electricity Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT).
Announced retirements and retirements modeled in ReEDS 12 were removed from the model.
Some thermal operating limits for existing generators deviated from Brinkman et al. (2016) and
Bloom et al. (2016). The new operating limits were developed by analyzing historical data from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems. The
data and approach for parameterizing for production cost modeling is described by Rossol et al.
(2019). That analysis provided unit-specific full load heat rates, part load heat rate curves, and
minimum generation levels for every generator with enough data in the Continuous Emissions
Monitoring Systems data set. Previous work (Bloom et al. 2016) used generic heat rate curves
and minimum stable levels for thermal plants.
Forced outage rates, maintenance outage rates, and mean repair times for nuclear, coal, gas, oil,
and hydroelectric generators were taken from North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) Generator Availability Data System data (GADS 2016). The Generator Availability
Data System provides detailed information by unit maximum capacity for most major generator
types, and these data were applied to the PCM. Other assumptions adopted from Bloom et al.
(2016) are documented in Table 5.
Table 5. Select Thermal Plant Assumptions
Hydropower assumptions are in Section 2.2.3.

Category

Gas CT

Gas CC

Minimum uptime (hours)

0

6

24

N/A

Minimum downtime (hours)

0

8

12

N/A

Ramp rate (% of maximum capacity per minute)

8

5

2

N/A

Start-up cost ($/MW of maximum capacity)

69

79

129

0

Variable operation and maintenance cost ($/MWh)

0.6

1

2.8

2.8

5.69%

4.69%

7.00%

3.41%

Annual outage rates (sum of forced and maintenance
outages) (% of year)

Coal

Nuclear

ReEDS retirements are based on both announced retirements and modeled retirements. Modeled retirements are
age-based (with thermal unit lifetimes of 55–75 years) or utilization-based (for coal plants under 40% annual
capacity factor). See Eurek et al. (2016) for details.

12
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For the base PCM transmission topology, NARIS relied on nodal transmission models developed
for the Eastern Interconnection and the Western Interconnection under the guidance of NERC.
Power flow and dynamic base case models in the Eastern Interconnection (plus Quebec) are
released by the Eastern Reliability Assessment Group Multiregional Modeling Working Group;
we adopted the 2026 summer case as our base set of assumptions for the Eastern Interconnection.
Line limits for the Eastern Interconnection were enforced for those lines included in the NERC
Book of Flowgates. The Western Interconnection topology was originally created by the WECC
TEPPC, which also provides the lines that make up the WECC Paths and define the limit to the
flow along those paths. The topology for the Texas Interconnection comes from ERCOT.
The lines connecting the ERCOT zones were enforced as interface constraints. The zonal
representation from the Programa de Desarrollo del Sistema Eléctrico Nacional (PRODESEN)
was used for the Mexican portion of the model.
Figure 11 shows the steps involved in a detailed PCM study. These steps are followed to
simulate how a system operator might commit and dispatch a given system as forecasts of wind
and solar availability and load are updated throughout the day. For NARIS, we did not perform
the intraday simulation, but we did perform day-ahead simulations using several different
estimations of uncertainty in forecasts (see Section 3.5.5).

Figure 11. Simulation steps to run the PCM

PCMs are typically run as single-operator models and assume perfect information availability
across regions, which is both unrealistic (leading to a solution that is lower in cost than reality)
and computationally burdensome. To address these challenges and better reflect market friction
and latency between operating regions, NREL designed a geographic decomposition method
(Barrows et al. 2019), and we used that method in NARIS. The unit commitment and economic
dispatch problem is decomposed into the independent system operator (ISO) and utility regions.
This decomposition method is based on three steps: interchange forecast, decomposed unit
commitment, and power flow reconciliation. This method presents two major benefits by
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reflecting actual system conditions and reducing computational time by allowing parallelization
of the simulation. No hurdle rate or wheeling charge is added to flow power between regions;
this assumes more coordination in dispatch than occurs in today’s system in some regions.
ReEDS is a zonal model, aggregating actual transmission buses, lines, generators, and loads to
a single node for each zone. For the production cost modeling, full nodal detail is maintained.
Therefore, new generation capacity, retirement decisions, and transmission expansion must be
decomposed from the zonal ReEDS results into the nodal PCM.
The first step to translate a ReEDS result is to determine which units in the PCM are retired. For
noncoal units, ReEDS provides a capacity of generation by type for each zone that should be
retired. Coal units are tracked individually in ReEDS (as they tend to be larger, and fewer new
ones are built), rather than as an aggregated capacity for each zone. Each PCM node is mapped
back to a ReEDS zone, and PCM generation capacity within each zone is retired until the ReEDS
retirement amount is reached. For noncoal units, units are prioritized for retirement based on
their heat rate, retiring the least efficient units first.
The next step is to add new units. Again, ReEDS provides the expanded capacity by type for
each zone. That new capacity is broken down into reasonable generator sizes and placed at PCM
nodes. Nodes are prioritized for connecting new generation by first adding units to nodes with
generation that had been retired, which is followed by placing units at high-voltage and wellconnected (i.e., number of lines and summed capacity of those lines) nodes. New wind and solar
locations are determined by reV geospatial tool (Maclaurin et al. 2019) and are connected to
PCM nodes by placing them at the closest high-voltage bus.
Expanded transmission built by ReEDS is also translated to the PCM. We simplified expanded
transmission by assuming all new lines are direct current (DC). This reduces the complexity of
adding new alternating current (AC) lines, as new DC lines do not impact loop flow on the
existing network. However, this does increase the operational flexibility of these lines. The goal
of this process is to represent the ReEDS modeled increases to interregional interfaces, and DC
lines do that. Bloom et al. (submitted) 13 explore a method to expand AC infrastructure in a zonalto-nodal translation, but those AC lines do not represent the same new interregional transfer
capability. Designing AC infrastructure to expand interfaces while avoiding loop flow
constraints for the entire continent is beyond the scope of NARIS. To avoid unrealistic unserved
energy because of these AC loop flow constraints (with transformation of the generating fleet
compared to today), the flow limits on AC lines and interfaces were allowed to exceed
nonemergency ratings for a penalty cost of $12,000 per megawatt.
In reality, the new transmission expansion may be a combination of DC and AC infrastructure,
and a variety of transmission or generation infrastructure could alleviate the AC transmission
constraints. Detailed regional power flow studies are needed to determine the local and regional
benefits of each option. To test the potential overall cost impact of these two assumptions
(DC modeling in production cost tool and penalty on AC violations), we made cost estimates of

13

For more information, see “Interconnections Seam Study,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/seams.html.
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infrastructure to solve the issue in the model. These are both overestimates of potential cost
impacts, because the optimal solution would be better than this simplification. For example:
•

•

If we calculated costs to consider the costs of making all AC ReEDS expansion lines into
DC (including converter stations), the cost increase could represent 0.4% of total system
costs in the Low Cost VG scenario. This is an overestimate of the impact, because not all
new lines would be DC, but this gives us an idea about how significant the assumption
could be. This estimate is calculated by multiplying the AC build (in GW) by the cost of
the converter stations (80,000 MW * $253,000 per megawatt assumed cost of DC
converter stations).
If new transmission infrastructure were built to augment every violated line to
accommodate its maximum 5-minute violation, it would add up to 0.1% to the total
continental cost in the Low Cost VG scenario (5 TW-mi of violation * $1,347/MW-mi).
Some of these costs are already considered in the ReEDS model, which includes costs for
intrazonal transmission lines for new generation. Other scenarios would likely have
similar adders, making comparisons of scenarios consistent without this adder.

End points for the new lines were determined by connecting strongly connected buses within
the two regions between which ReEDS chose to add new transmission capacity. When possible,
because new lines should relieve congestion, buses on opposing sides of an enforced
transmission constraint were chosen to connect the new lines. Given the varying sizes of ReEDS
regions, some new transmission capacity between two regions was modeled with multiple new
lines, while other regions were modeled with just one new line. The aggregate capacity of the
new DC lines between any two regions is set by the amount ReEDS expanded the transmission
between them.
2.1.4 Resource Adequacy Modeling: PRAS
Resource adequacy refers to the ability of a power system to serve electricity demand with an
acceptably low risk of failure because of shortfalls in power supply or deliverability. The
Probabilistic Resource Adequacy Suite (PRAS [Stephen 2021]) is an NREL-developed
collection of tools for quantifying this shortfall risk in terms of standard probabilistic risk
metrics, such as loss-of-load hours (LOLH), loss-of-load expectation (LOLE), and expected
unserved energy (EUE). PRAS estimates these metrics using a sequential Monte Carlo analysis
that performs a simplified power flow (see Figure 12, page 26) to confirm supply exceeds
demand for sequences of random generator outage patterns. The reported metrics for NARIS are:
•

•

Loss-of-load hours (LOLH): LOLH is “generally defined as the expected number of
hours per period (often one year) when a system’s hourly demand is projected to exceed
the generating capacity” (NERC 2018). It is evaluated using not only the peak hours or
days but every hour of the year.
Expected unserved energy (EUE): EUE is “the summation of the expected number of
megawatt hours of demand that will not be served in a given period as a result of demand
exceeding the available capacity across all hours” (NERC 2018). For NARIS, annual
EUE is reported, representing the sum of EUE in all hours of the year. It quantifies both
the probability and magnitude of a shortfall occurrence, but as a result cannot distinguish
between a small, likely shortfall and a large, unlikely one. EUE can also be reported as
normalized EUE by expressing the expected energy shortfall as a fraction (usually in
25
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parts per million, or ppm) of total energy demand in the period; this is convenient for
comparing reliability levels across different systems.

Figure 12. Transmission network representation in PRAS
Figure depicts the connectivity in the PRAS model. Circles represent regions, while lines represent interfaces.

For NARIS, PRAS was used to simulate many alternative realizations of simplified annual
hourly power system operations over a year. Each realization corresponds to operations under a
different collection of representatively sampled thermal generator unplanned outage profiles. The
simulation performs a simplified operational dispatch on every random sample, at every period.
The simplified dispatch constrains the flow between regions to the available transmission
capacity while recording the time and location of events where supply cannot meet demand.
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Load
Figure 13. Diagram of PRAS zonal balancing
PRAS performs an optimized power flow (transport model) for every sample for each zone, determining whether
generation and import supply is sufficient to meet demand (Load) in each zone. Constraints include enforcing that
generation (g) is less than generating capacity (G) and that interface flow (f) is within flow limits (FAC).

By simulating continent-wide system operations under a wide range of generator outages
conditions, the risk of encountering a system state in which load is unserved because of a supply
or deliverability shortfall can be quantified probabilistically and compared to risk levels of
today’s grid or industry standards.
To perform these simulations fast enough to make simulating hundreds of thousands of years of
operations practical, PRAS makes more simplifying assumptions than a nodal static or dynamic
power flow model. PRAS does not model power flow between buses but rather groups buses into
regions (zones). Power transfer between buses within a single region is assumed to take place
on a “copper sheet” with no intraregional transfer limits or line reliability limitations being
considered. Power transfers between regions are modeled with a simple power balance (“pipeand-bubble” or transport model) 14 representation constrained by the thermal capacities of
interregional lines (in NARIS, all lines were assumed to be 100% reliable). The operational
objective was to minimize the system’s unserved energy, and unit-level generating costs were
not considered.
These simplifications are consistent with commercial resource adequacy models used in industry
(e.g., the NERC Long-Term Reliability Assessment). Resource adequacy is a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition for power system reliability, and resource adequacy modeling is intended to
The transport model assumes all lines and interfaces are controllable, and it is different from a DC-optimal power
flow model, which ensures Kirchoff’s voltage law is respected.

14
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complement, not replace, other kinds of modeling that can evaluate additional operating
considerations, such as generator flexibility (ramp rates and unit commitment constraints), AC
power flow feasibility, and transient stability issues, albeit for many fewer potential operating
conditions.
Capacity expansion models such as ReEDS perform a simplified internal resource adequacy
assessment to maintain computational tractability. 15 For systems with large contributions of
variable and energy-limited resources (e.g., storage), such as those being studied in NARIS, it is
desirable to supplement this basic evaluation with a more rigorous probabilistic risk assessment
using a dedicated resource adequacy tool such as PRAS. In this case, the generation and
transmission build-out determined by ReEDS is provided to PRAS, which reports probabilistic
risk metrics (LOLE and normalized EUE) corresponding to the system build-out.
PRAS is run hourly with wind, solar, run-of-river hydropower, and load time series data as
described in Section 2.2 (the 7-year period represents over 60,000 hours). PRAS was configured
in NARIS to ignore monthly energy constraints associated with reservoir hydropower, thus
treating this class of resource as capacity that is available to be dispatched. PLEXOS modeling
for NARIS demonstrated that hydropower does have the flexibility to contribute significantly
during the most important hours (Section 3.4). Pumped-storage hydropower and ReEDS-built
storage (mostly 4-hour batteries) were dispatched as energy-limited storage resources. These
storage resources are optimized for providing capacity; they charge when capacity is available in
a region, and discharge only when it is needed. Market operations of a storage device could
potentially reduce the ability of storage to provide capacity to a region, specifically if forecasting
error led to suboptimal storage dispatch.
PRAS was developed in part to improve on existing techniques for representing transmissionconstrained systems that include significant generation from variable renewable sources that are
correlated with load. The key limitations to PRAS are the data inputs (which are limited to the 7
years for which we have consistent, time-synchronous load, wind, and solar data), and zonal
transmission representation. N-1 analysis and dynamic transmission modeling are important for
overall reliability assessment, but these are not considered in adequacy analysis. In this report,
the PRAS results for the 2024 model and 2050 in the Low Cost VG and BAU scenarios are
described. See Section 3.2.1 for a comparison with modeling from NERC and others.

ReEDS uses a planning reserve margin, with wind and solar resources contributing based on an hourly estimate of
the most important hours in each region.
15
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2.2 Data
2.2.1 Wind and Solar Resource
High-quality, highly resolved wind and solar resource information is important for understanding
how the North American grid could evolve and operate in the future. Figure 1 (page 4) shows the
wind and solar resource throughout the continent. The solar data for NARIS (see Figure 1) were
developed using NREL’s National Solar Radiation Data Base, which is based on satellite-based
observations of the atmosphere. The database has a 4-km by 4-km spatial resolution and halfhourly temporal resolution covering the 18 years from 1998 to 2017.
We used the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) 16 (Skamarock et al. 2008) to
simulate wind speeds for Mexico and Canada by extending existing WRF runs for the United
States. The WRF model is a community numerical weather prediction model maintained by the
National Center for Atmospheric Research in the United States. It has been successfully applied
to wind studies and resource assessments (e.g., Draxl et al. 2013; Carvalho et al. 2014;; GarciaDiez et al. 2012; Ji-Hang et al. 2014; Lundquist et al. 2014). The WRF model allows for accurate
simulations of winds near the surface and at heights that are important for wind energy purposes.
WRF’s ability to downscale to required resolutions allows for modeling mesoscale features, such
as fronts, sea breezes, or winds influenced by orography, which are all important factors in
describing the wind characteristics over the North American continent.
For NARIS, data were simulated over Mexico and Canada and output every 5 minutes on a 2-km
grid following the WIND (Wind Integration National Dataset) Toolkit setup for the United States
for consistency. The details of the setup, and meteorological validation, are available in Draxl et
al. (2015). The simulations for Mexico and Canada were different than the WIND Toolkit setup
in only a few aspects. 17 Figure 14 shows the three different domains that were used in the study;
all three are publicly available. Most wind sites in Canada were in Domain A. To ensure
consistency with Domain A, Domain B sites were bias-corrected using time-synchronous
information from nearby sites in the area overlapping Domain A and Domain B. We biascorrected the wind speeds and confirmed that annual power output shows no bias between
Domain A and Domain B in and near the overlapping region.

“Weather Research and Forecasting Model,” National Center for Atmospheric Research,
https://www.mmm.ucar.edu/weather-research-and-forecasting-model.
17
A few changes were needed because of numerical stability and the switch to a newer WRF version. The Mellor–
Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino boundary layer parameterization was used. And for numerical stability, we changed the
mixing term (dif_opt = 2) and added time off-centering for vertical sound waves (epssm = 0.5), no nudging was
applied. Moreover, we upgraded to WRF v3.7.1 with recent versions of netcdf (4.6) with pnetcdf for faster
implementations.
16
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Figure 14. The three domains used in NARIS for wind modeling

Wind and solar data were processed using the NREL System Advisor Model to determine 5minute resolution generation profiles. All the wind 18 and solar 19 data sets are publicly available
in their native resource formats. The cost and performance projections for capacity expansion
modeling were consistent across the continent with the 2018 ATB. The amount, location, and
transmission spur line costs for new onshore wind and PV resources in NARIS were assessed
using reV (Maclaurin et al. 2019; Rossol, Buster, and Bannister 2021) for input to ReEDS and
other models. The modeled wind turbine power curve is consistent with improvements made for
the 2019 ATB. The wind turbine technology used for the 2050 PCM was based on future
technology performance projections from the 2019 ATB (Cole et al. 2019) to better represent the
specific power curve of a future (circa 2030) wind turbine. 20 For utility-scale solar PV, panels
with inverter loading ratios of 1.3 and 1-axis tracking were assumed (and parameters from the
2019 ATB were also used). For distributed PV, a mixture of orientations, including flat and a

“NREL Wind Integration National Dataset,” NREL, https://registry.opendata.aws/nrel-pds-wtk/.
“NSRDB: National Solar Radiation Database,” NREL, https://nsrdb.nrel.gov/.
20
Icing impacts were modeled as reducing the plant output to zero when the temperature was below 0ºC and 95%
humidity; low-temperature cutout was assumed to happen at -35ºC
18
19
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variety of tilted orientations based on Sigrin et al. (2018) were assumed (Gagnon et al. 2016).
Day-ahead forecasts were used for wind and solar based on the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The ECMWF historical data were downloaded and
processed using identical System Advisor Model parameters. Continent-wide real data time
series were insufficient to tune any of the state-of-the-art solar forecasting methods (e.g., Dobbs
et al. 2017). The WRF model has also been extended to improve solar forecasting with WRFSolar, 21 but it was not used for NARIS.
The wind forecast data were bias-corrected with simple annual correction factors based on the
ratio of annual generation in the forecasts to actual generation. The forecasted profiles were
blended with the actual profiles at various ratios to produce the forecasts described in Section
3.5.5. The 10% mean absolute error (MAE, see formula below) wind forecast was created with a
1/3 actual, 2/3 forecast blend (MAE calculated at plant-level and then averaged). This approach
represents improvements state-of-the-art wind power forecasts have over the raw ECMWF
implementation, which is intended for a wide variety of uses and has less-granular spatial
resolution than the WRF model. The 5% MAE wind forecast was created with a 2/3 actual, 1/3
forecast blend, and represents an intraday forecast time horizon.
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =

∑𝑖𝑖=𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∑𝑡𝑡=𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡�𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 �
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

2.2.2 Load
Load data were obtained from a variety of sources for 2007–2015. The multiyear time series is
important for consistent time-synchronous patterns with the 2007–2013 wind and solar data. The
sources of the data were:
•
•
•

Independent System Operator (ISO) and Regional Transmission Organization
(RTO) Regions: For ISO/RTO regions, the load data were either downloaded or
requested at the most granular spatial resolution available to the public.
Utilities: For utilities outside ISOs in the United States, data were obtained from Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission Form 714. For Canada, data were obtained from
provincial sources directly for regions outside ISOs. 22
Mexico: For Mexico, load data from PRODESEN 2018 were used in NARIS.

All load data were cleaned of problems, which were often either erroneous time zone stamps or
erroneous data during the hours of switching to or from Daylight Savings Time. The data were
extrapolated to 2050 for most scenarios by a simple scalar factor based on extrapolated annual
demand projections from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Canada’s National
Energy Board (NEB), and Mexico’s Secretaría de Energía (SENER). This means the annual
energy demand for all meteorological years is identical for 2050, but the peak demand and
hourly shapes are different. The load factor for each year will be the same because the scalar
multiplier is the same for every hour; this will also preserve all correlations between load, wind,

“WRF-SOLAR,” National Center for Atmospheric Research, https://ral.ucar.edu/pressroom/features/wrf-solar.
Hourly profiles for Prince Edward Island were taken from the hourly shapes from New Brunswick, scaled to peak
load in Prince Edward Island.
21
22
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and solar for the future year analysis. The exception to these descriptions is the electrification
scenarios, which are discussed in Section 3.5.4.
2.2.3 Hydropower
Hydropower generation is a potential source of flexible, carbon-free generation and storage to
the grid. Hydropower technologies in North America include run-of-river hydropower (which
has power outputs that depend primarily on water inflow at any given time), reservoir
hydropower (which can store significant amounts of water and shift energy), and pumpedstorage hydropower. The operation of hydropower turbines is very flexible. The overall
constraints to hydropower flexibility can be complicated to model, as they come from various
physical and institutional sources. Some of these key sources include:
•
•
•

Cascading Constraints (Physical): When hydropower generators exist in a series of
cascaded reservoirs in a basin, the inflows at lower reservoirs depend on the outflows
from upper reservoirs.
Hydrology Constraints (Physical): When and where water becomes available to dams
is a key constraint on hydropower flexibility and generator outputs. In some seasons,
even large reservoirs can fill and need to flow water at high levels at all times.
Flow Requirements (Institutional): Requirements for water usage from downstream
users for agricultural, recreational, environmental, and other needs impact mandatory
flow requirements from dams. These detailed constraints are generally not modeled in
power systems models, but are represented with proxy variables for minimum generation,
ramp rates, and other characteristics.

For NARIS, the starting point for hydropower dispatch assumptions were the assumptions used
in the Eastern Renewable Generation Integration Study (Bloom et al. 2016) for the Eastern
Interconnection, the California Low Carbon Grid Study (Brinkman et al. 2016) in the Western
Interconnection, and PRODESEN in Mexico. These assumptions were refined based on feedback
from the NARIS Technical Review Committee for the PLEXOS modeling. Refinements
included:
•
•
•

Energy limit adjustments for generators in the Hydro Quebec, Manitoba Hydro, and
Bonneville Power Administration service areas.
More-constraining ramp rates for Eastern Interconnection and Hydro Quebec generators.
For Hydro Quebec, this helped act as a proxy for cascading constraints 23 that are not
included in the continental model.
Refinements to the timescale of flexibility (e.g., optimization over a day or a week, and
pure run-of-river with no adjustability) at various dams in the Hydro Quebec and
Bonneville Power Administration service areas.

Cascaded reservoirs have complicated intertemporal interactions that require significant data inputs and add
computational complexities to the modeling. These constraints are typically not included in interconnection-sized
production cost studies. In the Western Interconnection, the flexibility limits caused by these types of constraints are
often modeled by constraining the outputs of individual dams to historical flows (e.g., treating dams as run of river).
For Hydro Quebec, we constrained flexibility with a ramp rate to represent the system-wide ramping limitations of a
cascaded system. We also added ramping limitations to the generators in the Eastern Interconnection—including
limitations not used in previous studies—to address cascading and other flexibility limitations.

23
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On average, these changes better represent the flexibility of the hydropower generation. See
Section 3.4.3 for detailed analysis of hydropower flexibility results from the modeling. Table 6
shows some of the key sources and values for hydropower assumptions in the NARIS
PLEXOS model.
Table 6. Hydropower Assumptionsa
Eastern
Interconnection

Western
Interconnection

Quebec
Interconnection

Water-year used to estimate
energy limits (hourly, monthly,
or daily)b

2006

2005

Multiyear average

Energy limit sources

Eastern Renewable
Generation
Integration Study
(original sources
include U.S. EIA,
Southwestern Power
Administration,
Southeastern Power
Administration, U.S.
Army Corps of
Engineers, and
provincial sources)a

Western Electricity
Coordinating Council
and Bonneville
Power Administration

Hydro Quebec

Monthly, daily, and hourly (runof-river) optimization windows
(capacity-weighted
percentage)b

79% Monthly
12% Daily
9% Hourly

50% Monthly
11% Daily
39% Hourly

100% Monthly

Ramp rate (Percentage of
maximum capacity per minute)d

1.1%

0.5%–1.6%

0.2%–0.5%

Minimum generation level
range (Percentage of
maximum capacity)e

0%–20%

0%–45%

20%

Metric

a

The table does not include pumped-storage hydropower.

The water-years are intended to be reasonable representations of a “typical” year. Using time-synchronous data is
less important with hydropower than it is with wind, solar, or load because the hourly shapes of the water flows into a
reservoir are not necessarily correlated with the actual power outputs from the dam.
b

The optimization windows represent the time-frames in which the hydropower generation can shift energy. A daily
limit would limit the total generation from that unit within a day, subject to the other constraints. For the Eastern
Interconnection, the optimization window does not reflect a plant-specific representation; generic parameters were
used until dispatch looked similar to historical dispatch (see below for a description). Hydropower in Quebec has
more than monthly flexibility; interseasonal and interannual flexibility were not studied in NARIS.

c

This value constrains the ramp rates of the generators. It is directly comparable to assumed ramp rates for thermal
plants in Table 5.

d

For the Eastern Interconnection and the Quebec Interconnection, a minimum generation value of 20% of maximum
capacity was assumed, or the largest value feasible if monthly energy limits require capacity factors of less than 20%.
See below for an analysis of minimum generation levels by season.

e
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The mixture of flexibility timescales, minimum/maximum generation levels, energy limits, and
modeling methodologies lead to different flexibility characteristics at different times of the year.
To dispatch the hydropower generators with monthly optimization windows, the PLEXOS model
runs a simplified monthly dispatch called the MT (Medium-Term) model that categorizes every
hour of each month into five categories (or time-slices). It then optimizes dispatch for these timeslices and then determines a daily energy limit for each generator. This energy limit is then
optimized in the unit commitment model, along with the hydropower with daily energy limits.
The hydropower generation is locked in during the unit commitment, and it does not re-optimize
during real-time dispatch.
The goal of NARIS was to represent the overall regional character of the dispatch of hydropower
generation—not to accurately represent unit-specific detail for every generator. The character of
the hydropower dispatch profiles is qualitatively similar to what was seen in ISOs in 2017, based
on figures in the 2017 Hydropower Market Report (Uria-Martinez et al. 2018).
For context, the fall week studied in Section 3.4.3 demonstrates the bounds of operation that
these hydropower flexibility assumptions provide. In the United States, there is about 50 GW of
operating envelope between minimum generation levels (which coincide with low-load periods)
and maximum generation levels (which coincide with high-load periods), providing a reasonable
look at the available flexibility given these assumptions. About 27 GW of this 50 GW is in the
Western Interconnection, and the rest is in the Eastern Interconnection.
Figure 15 shows the weekly maximum and minimum values of U.S. hydropower generation in
the PLEXOS model. The figure is one way of visualizing the flexibility the model allows the
hydropower, although there are limitations within the envelope of operation (e.g., ramping and
daily/hourly limits). The minimum is on average 50% less than the average weekly operation,
and the maximum is less than double the average for a typical week. Different regions may have
differing levels of flexibility, depending on season, water conditions, and other factors.
70
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Figure 15. Weekly maximum, mean, and minimum hydropower generation from U.S. generators
These weekly maximum and minimum values show the envelope within which hydropower operates in the United States.
A variety of factors (including ramping limits, daily limits, and hourly limits) further limit the flexibility within this envelope.
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To test the impacts of these flexibility assumptions we ran model sensitivities with flexibility
eliminated from conventional hydropower resources (treating everything as run of river).
Section 3.4.4 presents the results of this analysis, which demonstrate the benefits of hydropower
flexibility to a future scenario with very high wind and solar generation.
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3 Results

In this section, we discuss the key conclusions of NARIS for the United States. Although many
conclusions are not easily categorized, they are presented in separate sections for improved
readability: overview (Section 3.1), adequacy (Section 3.2), transmission (Section 3.3),
flexibility (Section 3.4), and general scenario conclusions (Section 3.5).

3.1 Scenario Overview

Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the U.S. annual generation and capacity respectively by
technology type in the core scenarios compared to a near-term (2024) year in the model. 2024
was selected as a near-term year because the composition of the power system in that year is
reasonably well known and that is the basis year for the planning cases used to develop some of
the models (see Section 2.1.3). The scenarios were designed using traditional planning methods
(using regional planning reserve margin constraints in the ReEDS model) and we demonstrated
capacity adequacy using stochastic Monte Carlo methods in PRAS.
Consistent among the scenarios are the major growth in wind generation and the reduction in
thermal generation (including coal, nuclear, and natural gas). The largest variation in the core
scenarios is the overall increase in generation (mostly from wind) in the Electrification scenario.
Another significant difference is the reduction in gas generation in the scenarios that include a
carbon limitation (80% reduction in the Carbon Constrained and Electrification relative to 2005
Emissions). All scenarios have a reduction in coal and nuclear generation, and an increase in
wind and solar. Gas and hydropower generation and capacity was consistent in most of the
scenarios (but gas is higher in the BAU versus 2024 and the other core scenarios). Renewable
contributions in the scenarios studied vary from 50% (BAU) to 79% (Electrification), and the
Low Cost VG and Carbon Constrained scenarios were at approximately 70%.
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79%

Annual Renewable Contribution
50%

70%

71%

27%

Figure 16. U.S. generation in 2024 and 2050 in the NARIS core scenarios
The dashed lines represent U.S. load (including losses). When the bars are above the load lines, net exports
to Canada are happening. See Section 3.3 for a discussion of international trade, which varies widely
between scenarios.

Figure 17. U.S. generation capacity in 2024 and 2050 in the NARIS core scenarios
Pumped-storage hydropower is reported in the Storage category throughout the report.
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Table 7. U.S. Generation Capacity (GW) in 2024 and 2050 in the NARIS Core Scenarios
Type

Near-Term
(2024)

Low-Cost VG
(2050)

BAU (2050)

Carbon
Constrained
(2050)

Electrification
(2050)

Coal

190

80

20

0

0

Gas

470

670

610

620

740

Hydro

90

90

90

90

90

Nuclear

50

50

50

50

50

140
(20 rooftop)

510
(60 rooftop)

700
(160 rooftop)

710
(60 rooftop)

1230
(60 rooftop)

20

30

30

60

130

140

280

490

480

840

Solar
Storage
Wind

Values are rounded to the nearest 10 GW. Rooftop PV capacities are given in parentheses. Note that the dGen
model was not run with new building-level demand assumptions for the Electrification scenario, so trajectories for
electrification scenarios follow either the BAU or Low-Cost scenarios for rooftop PV.

The modeled deployment of technologies in the CO2 Constrained scenario is very similar to the
that of the Low-Cost VG scenario. The detailed hourly and 5-minute integration analyses focus
on the Low-Cost VG scenario. More methodology development is needed to understand the
hourly impacts of electrification and how flexible additional electrified end-use demands could
be. This scenario is useful for comparison with the others for many key metrics, but we did not
do any unit commitment or resource adequacy modeling with it. Future work (along with the
recent Electrification Futures Study for the United States) could help address more-detailed
issues about operations in this scenario. Some technologies (e.g., nuclear and fossil fuels with
carbon capture) have assumed costs that are too high for large-scale adoption in these scenarios.
However, cost breakthroughs and newer technologies (e.g., small modular reactors) could
change that conclusion. For NARIS, we assumed no breakthrough changes to those technologies
to understand how the grid could evolve without large-scale technological breakthrough. Any
additional cost breakthroughs would help reduce overall costs. Over 99% of the wind deployed
in these scenarios is onshore; ongoing changes to the North American offshore wind market and
state legislation will likely change that conclusion.
Figure 18 shows the fraction of generation coming from renewable generators. Although the
Low Cost VG and the CO2 Constrained scenarios are quite similar in 2050, there is divergence
in the middle years. Less-expensive wind and solar in the Low Cost VG scenario accelerates
high adoption of renewables more than the other scenarios, with slowed development after 2030.
The more aggressive carbon limit in the CO2 Constrained and Electrification scenarios diverges
from the BAU scenario by the early 2030s. Final renewable contributions in carbon-limited
scenarios surpasses or equals the Low-Cost VG case by 2050. See Section 3.5 for discussion of
emissions impacts.
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Figure 18. Fraction of generation coming from renewable generators in the United States
Core scenarios are colored. The shaded region represents the envelope of all scenarios.

3.2 Adequacy
3.2.1 Resource adequacy can be maintained in low-carbon scenarios
through 2050.
To examine resource adequacy in the U.S. power system, we used PRAS to calculate EUE and
loss of load hours (LOLH) from selected scenarios as built by ReEDS. As described in Section
2.1.4, PRAS can compute several common resource adequacy metrics. For NARIS, we focused
on EUE and LOLH for consistency with the NERC 2020 LTRA (NERC 2020). EUE can be
aggregated by country or continent, while the LOLH does not scale with system size, so the
reported values are summary statistics of the NERC Assessment Areas. EUE, which is reported
in megawatt-hours (MWh) and parts per million (ppm), is the unserved energy as a fraction of
the total demand.
We began by assessing the adequacy of the BAU 2024, BAU 2050, and Low Cost VG 2050
scenarios as built by ReEDS. Each scenario is assessed over 7 historical meteorological years,
which affects the scenario’s load, wind, and solar generation output at an hourly time-scale. For
each scenario and meteorological year 24 combination, we generated 10,000 sequential Monte
Carlo samples of the year and used those samples to calculate EUE for each region in each hour.
We report total EUE for each meteorological year, along with the average across meteorological
years, for each scenario in Table 8. The NERC 2020 LTRA assessment for 2022 is also included

Unusual weather events are taken into account in the 7 years of continental meteorology. Using historical years
allows greater precision in wind, solar, and load modeling than using modeled future data. However, we did not
consider the impacts of climate change on wind, solar, or load patterns in NARIS.

24
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for reference. The methods are similar, but not identical, so the numbers are not directly
comparable.
Table 8. EUE by Scenario and Meteorological Year for the United States, Compared to NERC LTRA
The top part of this table presents results from the PRAS modeling for NARIS. EUE values rounded to the nearest
MWh or the nearest 0.1 ppm. U.S. regions only.

Meteorological
Year

BAU 2024
MWh

BAU 2050

ppm

MWh

Low Cost VG 2050

ppm

MWh

ppm

2007

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

2008

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

2009

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

2010

0

0.0

5,834

1.2

16,864

3.4

2011

0

0.0

10

0.0

4

0.0

2012

0

0.0

0

0.0

158

0.0

2013

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Annual Average

0

0.0

835

0.2

2,432

0.5

NERC 2020 LTRA Values for Comparison
2022
Assessment Yeara
a

12,845

2.7

WECC-CAMX (California and Mexico) region is excluded from this average because it was an outlier in the 2022
and 2024 assessment years, with over 1,000,000 MWh of EUE.

The results demonstrated adequacy generally comparable to or better than the 2020 NERC
LTRA for the contemporary grid for the scenarios examined. All scenarios had at least five times
lower EUE compared to today’s grid. The NERC assessments are done using industry tools and
variety of statistical methods (depending on region); some using Monte Carlo methods similar to
PRAS. PRAS, however, uses consistent simultaneous assessment for all regions for each hour of
the simulation. This helps ensure consistency in treatment of both variable renewable and other
resources within and between regions. Though there is no national EUE standard in the United
States, for reference, the Australian resource adequacy standard was recently changed from
20 ppm to 6 ppm. 25
Only 2010 meteorological conditions led to more than one part per million EUE. In particular, an
early fall, record-setting heatwave in California in 2010 caused high loads to occur after evening
drop-offs in solar output. This led to EUE in the 2050 scenarios for the 2010 meteorological
year. The ReEDS model did not see the 2010 meteorological year in its decision-making (only
2012), but PRAS simulates it.

“Energy Security Board Interim Reliability Measures – RRO Trigger”,
https://energyministers.gov.au/publications/energy-security-board-rro-trigger-rule-change.

25
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Table 9 shows LOLH statistics in several scenarios, compared to the 2020 NERC LTRA. This
method also demonstrates that the NARIS scenarios studied with this model are generally
comparable in adequacy to today’s grid. Note that for all comparisons with average values in
LTRA, the WECC-CAMX region was excluded because it was an extreme outlier (over one
TWh of EUE).
Table 9. Loss of Load Hours (LOLH) by Scenario, Compared to NERC LTRA
Metric

BAU
2024

BAU
2050

Low Cost
VG 2050

2020 NERC LTRA
(2022 Assessment Year)

Average LOLH of all
assessment areas

0.00

0.03

0.05

0.04

Median LOLH of all
assessment areas

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Number of areas in “Green”
category (below 0.1 LOLH)

13

12

12

10

Number of areas in “Yellow”
category (0.1–2.4 LOLH)

0

1

1

2

Number of areas in “Orange”
category (>2.4 LOLH

0

0

0

1

This table has variety of metrics of LOLH from the PRAS modeling compared to 2020 NERC LTRA. All
numbers are for U.S. regions only. The modeled BAU 2024 outputs are different (less LOLH) from the NERC
assets because the ReEDS model builds additional capacity for regions that are short on capacity. WECCCAMX was excluded from the average, but not the median or count statistics (which are not sensitive to
outliers).

To analyze how large the adequacy buffer is on average in each scenario, we repeated the
analysis and uniformly scaled the time series of loads in each region to see how much additional
EUE results. If a load increase yields only a small increase in EUE, we conclude that most hours
had a nontrivial adequacy buffer; however, if a load increase yielded a large increase in EUE, we
conclude the buffer has been exhausted in some hours. This is not standard adequacy modeling
practice, but it does help identify how “overbuilt” the system is. There are trade-offs between
cost and reliability for customers today and in the future, and these scenarios attempt to build a
system that is generally equivalent to today’s grid in adequacy.
For each load multiplier (applied by multiplying a uniform scalar value to every hour, preserving
the load shapes), we calculated EUE using 1,000 Monte Carlo samples for each meteorological
year (2007–2013) for three scenarios (BAU 2024, BAU 2050, and Low-cost VG 2050). To
reduce computational burden and compare all scenarios with four different multipliers, we used
fewer Monte Carlo draws than the runs for Table 8 and Table 9. We then averaged the results
over the seven meteorological years to trace out the relationship between load multiplier and
EUE, particularly looking for the inflection point that identifies the load multiplier for which
most hours shift from having a buffer to having no buffer (Figure 19). This analysis showed that
all scenarios stayed below 10 ppm EUE with a load multiplier of 1.10 (a 10% increase in load).
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Figure 19. Normalized average aggregate EUE (ppm) by scenario and load multiplier for the
United States
Each bar is the average EUE over the 2007–2013 meteorological years. The indicated load multiplier is applied
uniformly to each hour of the study year. Note that loads could increase by 10% in these scenarios and still maintain
EUE below 10 ppm.

The key caveats regarding the findings of resource adequacy include:
•
•

PRAS assumes zonal transmission simplifications (in line with industry standard for
adequacy models).
As an adequacy model, PRAS does not consider unit commitment or forecast errors—
only whether capacity is sufficient to serve the load in each region at each simulated hour
(which is also in line with industry standard for models like PRAS).

3.2.2 All generation types can contribute to reliability in future scenarios.
Figure 20 (page 43) shows the contribution of technologies to energy and capacity adequacy
(both summer and winter) based on the ReEDS modeling outcomes. For wind and solar, ReEDS
considers the coincidence between hourly generation patterns and load in each region. PRAS
provides additional evidence that these results produce an adequate system, subject to the
caveats above.
For the United States, hydropower provides a similar contribution to energy and adequacy, and
it varies greatly by region. Although hydropower energy limits are lower in late summer (when
load is still high), the capacity is still available. Wind provides more energy than adequacy
because on average, the wind generates less in peak load hours. Wind generation is more
coincident with winter peaks than summer peaks. Solar provides similar contribution to both
summer planning reserve and energy. Although solar is very well correlated with summer peak
loads, additional contributions from solar eventually shift the net load peak to approximately
sunset in many regions. Solar is poorly correlated with winter peak loads, as these often occur in
dark hours. Thermal generators provide less energy, but significant adequacy to the grid in both
42
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seasons (see Section 3.2.3 for a discussion of thermal generator operation). This is because
these generators have nonzero marginal cost, and many are primarily providing adequacy and
dispatched after the zero-marginal-cost renewable sources. Section 3.2.3 has a discussion of
thermal generators operational patterns. The storage category is a combination of pumpedstorage hydropower and batteries with 4-hour duration. Recent work by Frazier et al. (2020)
characterized impacts on storage duration on planning reserves for a variety of scenarios and
modeled most of the additional storage resources as 2-hour and 4-hour batteries. At higher
levels of renewable generation (and storage deployment), longer-duration storage becomes
more important.

Figure 20. U.S. contribution of different technologies to energy and planning reserve in the
Low Cost VG scenario
The energy and planning reserve requirements are all different, so this plot shows the ratio for comparison between
technologies. Though hydropower provides similar energy and planning reserves, wind provides more energy than
planning reserves, and thermal generation provides more planning reserves than energy.

Figure 21 through Figure 23 show the energy generation and planning reserve procurement
(including exchange of energy and capacity) by region. In general, the regions showed similar
patterns between energy and planning reserves. Regions where the energy or planning reserves
are higher than the dashed line represent regions where power or capacity is being exported, and
regions lower than the dashed line are importing. Importing capacity represents transfers similar
to those counted by NERC in the LTRA as “net firm capacity transfers” toward resource
adequacy. They also represent physical transfers of resources that are owned or operated by a
balancing authority in one region but physically exist in another. The ReEDS model does not
distinguish between these two categories and does ensure the physical deliverability (with zonal
transmission representation) of both energy and capacity. The energy plot in Figure 21 represents
the annual total, snapshots in time can look significantly different. See Section 3.3.2 for a
discussion of powerflow in the PLEXOS modeling for this scenario.
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The U.S. portions of WECC outside the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) area
(abbreviated in the plot below as WECC) on average send both energy and planning reserve into
CAISO. CAISO imports energy and capacity in the model in 2050, which is similar to today’s
conditions. See Section 3.3.2 for a discussion of CAISO energy imports from the PLEXOS
model results. Summer peak capacity imports in the ReEDS model in 2050 (21 GW) are in line
with the contribution of imports toward resource adequacy in 2020 (16 GW). 26 The summer
planning reserve need in the United States (Figure 23) is significantly greater than the winter
planning reserve need (Figure 23) for most regions. This allows the United States to send
capacity to Canada in the winter and procure capacity from Canada in the summer. On average,
Canada also sends energy to the United States in this scenario (70 TWh in the ReEDS model).
Although these plots show the Low Cost VG scenario, the other scenarios (except electrification,
which has more wind and solar generation) have generally similar breakdowns by technology
(with lower renewable contributions in the BAU).

Figure 21. Energy generation in the Low Cost VG scenario in 2050
The dashed lines represent the electricity demand for each region (including losses). The region labeled WECC
includes all U.S. portions of WECC, excluding CAISO. This is a ReEDS model result.

The maximum import capability toward resource adequacy in CAISO for 2020 is available at
https://www.caiso.com/Documents/ISOMaximumResourceAdequacyImportCapabilityforYear2020.pdf
(“California ISO Maximum RA Import Capability for year 2020,” CAISO).
26
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Figure 22. Summer planning reserve in the Low Cost VG scenario
The dashed lines represent the planning reserve requirement for each region. The bars represent the
contribution of each resource type to the planning reserve requirement. If the bars are above the dashed line,
the excess can be exported to regions that need additional planning reserves. This is comparable to the net
firm capacity transfers NERC includes in the LTRA. This is a ReEDS model result.

Figure 23. Winter planning reserve in the Low Cost VG scenario
The dashed lines represent the planning reserve requirement for each region. The bars represent the
contribution of each resource type to the planning reserve requirement. If the bars are above the dashed line,
the excess can be exported to regions that need additional planning reserves. This is comparable to the net
firm capacity transfers NERC includes in the LTRA.
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Note that shifting demand patterns that are due to climate change were not in the scope of
NARIS; this impact could lead to changing summer and winter peak demand requirements
across North America, driven by electric heat and air conditioning.
Figure 24 shows the evolution of summer planning reserve needs in the United States through
2050 (the dashed line), along with the renewable and storage contributions to the planning
reserve need (the colored lines). Planning reserve need grows by approximately 22% relative
to 2020, and the additional planning reserve is met almost entirely by additional renewable
generation in all scenarios. The contribution of thermal generation remains similar to 2020.
In the scenario with low-cost storage, storage also plays a significant role (over 200 GW) and
thermal generation plays a smaller role.

Figure 24. Contribution of renewable generators to summer planning reserve needs in the
United States
Capacity contribution to planning reserves from renewables grows in all scenarios in the ReEDS model.
Most of the rising peak demand (dashed line) is provided by the capacity credit from new wind and solar.
Thermal capacity continues to play a role in resource adequacy to fill the remaining firm capacity needs (the
gap between the requirement and the contribution from renewables and storage in each scenario). The Low
Cost Storage scenario demonstrates that storage could play a major role in planning reserve contributions
in the future.

3.2.3 Thermal generation operates differently in future scenarios and provides
more adequacy than energy.
Though thermal generation serves a smaller portion of energy needs, it is important in the
NARIS scenarios for both energy and adequacy. If other scenarios or sets of assumptions were
considered (e.g., technology costs or lower carbon limits), storage or hydropower could
potentially fill more of that role. During a small number of hours of the year, thermal generators
are producing most of the power to the grid because load is high and/or wind and solar
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generation are low. The thermal generators are helping provide adequacy during those key hours.
For many of the rest of the hours of the year, the low-marginal-cost resources (wind, solar,
hydropower) are providing most of the energy.
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Figure 25 shows the duration curve of gas CC and gas CT generation in the three
interconnections resulting from the PLEXOS Low Cost VG 2050 scenario. Gas CTs are used
primarily for adequacy in all three interconnections, seen by the high utilization exclusively in
a few hours of the year at the left edge of the plot. Average capacity factors range from 2%
(Eastern Interconnection) to 10% (Western Interconnection), comparable to a U.S. average of
11% in 2019. 27 Gas CCs have significant utilization in more hours of the year but still see
capacity factors of 18%–31%, which is substantially lower than the 2019 average of 57% in the
United States. Most coal capacity has retired by 2050 in this scenario, but without any carbon
constraints (in the United States), the existing coal does have significant capacity factors (48%
in the Eastern Interconnection and 62% in the Western Interconnection, with Texas having
negligible coal capacity). This is comparable to the 2019 average of 48%. Nuclear generation
patterns are not presented here because nuclear is assumed to be online and generating at
maximum capacity whenever they are not on outage in the model. The modeling respects
minimum generation levels for each generator at each 5-min operating interval. At times, little
or no fossil-fueled generators are online. It is assumed for NARIS that frequency support can
be provided by nuclear, hydropower, synchronous condensers, and/or advanced inverters; if
additional thermal generation is required for frequency support, this would increase curtailment.
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Capacity factors reported for 2019 are from “Electric Power Monthly,” EIA, November 2020,
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/.
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Figure 25. Thermal generation utilization in Low Cost VG scenario in 2050 by interconnection

Figure 26 through Figure 28 summarize the capacity factor of all the plants in the United States
in the Low-Cost VG scenario. Most gas CTs have a capacity factor between 0% and 5%. Also,
a significant number of gas CC generators with have capacity factors near zero, especially in the
Eastern Interconnection and the Texas Interconnection.
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Figure 26. Thermal generation utilization in the U.S. Western Interconnection (Low Cost VG 2050)
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Figure 27. Thermal generation utilization in the U.S. Eastern Interconnection (Low Cost VG 2050)
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Figure 28. Thermal generation utilization in the Texas Interconnection (Low Cost VG 2050)

Although thermal generators produced less energy in these scenarios than they currently
produce, they still have a major role to play in adequacy for the future system studied in these
scenarios. Scenarios with higher contributions of wind, solar, and other zero-carbon resources
might rely more on storage and demand response and less on coal and gas generation for
adequacy. In NARIS, we did not attempt to analyze whether there would be sufficient revenues
for these generators to continue operations. Some compensation method (whether based in
energy markets, capacity markets, or regulations) would have to exist for these generators to be
available. The cost of building these units, however, was considered in the capacity expansion
modeling as part of the overall cost optimization.

3.3 Transmission

In this section, we discuss some of the transmission-related outcomes of the modeling. In Section
3.3.1, we discuss the value of transmission and results from ReEDS and PRAS, and in Section
3.3.2 we discuss utilization and the results from the PLEXOS modeling.
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3.3.1 Cooperation and transmission between regions and countries leads to
economic and adequacy benefits.
Figure 29 shows transmission investments by scenario, broken out by whether the additional
capacity crosses the Canada-U.S. and Mexico-U.S. borders. From this result, we see that
transmission capacity increases with wind and solar contribution. The CO2 Constrained scenario
leads to higher transmission investment than the Low Cost VG scenario (despite similar VG
contributions) because VG technologies have higher costs in the CO2 Constrained scenario, thus
shifting the optimal balance between transmission and VG investment. As a result, VG sited at
more-optimal locations in the CO2 Constrained scenario (possibly requiring more transmission),
whereas VG can be sited at less-optimal locations closer to load centers in the Low Cost VG
scenario. Although the international transmission connections look small in comparison to the
increased capacity within the United States, the international expansion is also significant (3–8
GW expansion U.S.-Mexico, 10–20 GW U.S.-Canada). 28

Figure 29 Added transmission capacity in the core scenarios (measured in GW of
interface expansion)

Figure 30 shows a map of the transmission expansion in the core scenarios based on the
ReEDS generation and transmission co-optimization. In all four cases, the model deploys new
transmission infrastructure in regions throughout the United States and North America.
Although many of the interfaces are developed in all scenarios, some are developed only in
the Electrification scenario, where almost double the new wind capacity is built than in the
other scenarios.

The expansion values compare to approximately 18 GW of capacity between the United States and Canada in
2020 and 2 GW between the United States and Mexico in 2020, although most of the connection with Mexico does
not connect to the interconnection in Mexico (Sistema Eléctrico Nacional).
28
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The transmission expansion in the model is part of a co-optimization of generation and
transmission resources. Differences in resource quality or cost assumptions could lead to
differences in the optimal build-out of renewable generators and transmission infrastructure both.
As seen in Figure 30, however, much of the transmission that is built in the model is robust to a
variety of scenarios and the assumptions we varied.

Figure 30. New transmission capacity in the core scenarios
The lines on this map represent transmission interfaces between the zones in the model, and they typically represent
aggregated transmission lines.
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To understand the importance of this transmission to costs and other outcomes, we ran the
ReEDS model with a variety of limitations on transmission expansion. The difference in total
system costs between the constrained and unconstrained scenarios demonstrates the value to the
system of the changes. We explored the following changes with scenarios (as identified in
Section 1.2):
•

•

•

International Transmission Expansion: This comparison estimated the value of
allowing new international transmission capacity. It did this by comparing each core
scenarios with a corresponding scenario that disallows transmission expansion across
national boundaries (core scenario versus No Cross-Border Expansion scenarios in
Table 2).
Interregional Transmission Expansion and Coordination: This comparison estimated
the value of interregional transmission capacity by comparing a scenario with limited
transmission growth and its corresponding core scenario (core scenario versus No CrossBorder Expansion Uncoordinated scenarios in Table 2). The transmission cost increase
was included in the optimization but in costs reported here (so that the system costs are
directly comparable to the core scenarios) and the scenario represents a very low
transmission build-out.
Interregional Transmission Expansion and Coordination with Macrogrid: This
compares the core scenarios with a predesigned macrogrid shown in Figure 32 and
described later in this section (Macro Grid versus No Cross-Border Expansion
Uncoordinated scenarios in Table 2).

Figure 31 shows the value of enabling each of these transmission assumptions in the model
(measured as the reduction in overall system costs in ReEDS). The pattern between scenarios is
similar to the overall transmission infrastructure build (Figure 29). The net value of international
transmission expansion (mostly between Canada and the United States) is $10 billion–$30 billion
in all the core scenarios except the BAU. 29 Benefits of increased transmission infrastructure
would also occur after 2050 and those are not captured here; this represents the sum of all
benefits from 2020 to 2050 in 2018 USD values. The net value of interregional transmission
ranges from $70 billion to $180 billion in the core scenarios, with the higher values
corresponding with scenarios with more transmission build and higher wind and solar generation
levels. The macrogrid scenarios show that requiring the model to build a macrogrid with 2,700MW HVDC (high-voltage direct current) lines (and allowing additional AC builds) would have
overall net value similar to the interregional value when the model optimizes the build ($60
billon–$170 billion versus $70 billion–$180 billion). Although the net value of the macrogrid is
lower than the net value of the optimal interregional expansion in the model in each scenario,
benefits from the macrogrid are not well captured in the modeling. The macrogrid benefits that
are not fully considered in this modeling include self-contingency, controllability, and dynamic
performance benefits.

The BAU has nationwide carbon limitations in Canada but only state limitations on carbon in the United States.
This could possibly undercut some of the value of transmission expansion, as Canada has limited ability to import
anything from the United States in this scenario.
29
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Figure 31. Continent-wide net value of transmission expansion
This plot shows the net value of allowing different transmission build assumptions in the model. It shows
international transmission expansion worth $10 billion–$30 billion, interregional expansion (with or without
a macrogrid) worth $60 billion–$180 billion. Note that the macrogrid has additional benefits (e.g., selfcontingency and controllability) not fully captured in this modeling.

Figure 32 shows the macrogrid studied in NARIS, which is a predesigned, HVDC network that
spans most of the United States and some of Canada. It expands on the work done in the
Interconnections Seam Study 30 to include a likely high-value branch into Canada, as designed
with help from the Technical Review Committee. These model runs might not provide sufficient
evidence to conclude that the optimal AC build is better than the HVDC macrogrid (or vice
versa), but both scenarios offer more than $100 billion in savings than an uncoordinated build
(with less transmission expansion).

30

“Interconnections Seam Study,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/seams.html.
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Figure 32. Macrogrid design
Additional macrogrid layouts could be more optimal than this design. Further work could help determine optimal
macrogrid layouts for different scenarios, or robust macrogrid layouts.

Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the net and gross trade between the United States and Canada,
respectively, through 2050. Net trade between the United States and Canada is highly sensitive
to model assumptions, as can be seen from the significant spread. Some scenarios even represent
net Canadian imports from the United States. However, the model results are not consistent in
suggesting what net Canada exports might look like in 2050. In the NARIS companion report
for Canada, 31 we discuss scenarios we ran that included a significant Canadian net export
requirement (100 TWh/year by 2050), and these scenarios were similar in costs to the core
scenarios. These specific scenarios are not reflected in the uncertainty bounds of Figure 33.
Gross trade between Canada and the United States (Figure 34) has a more consistent story.
Although there is significant spread between the scenarios, it generally increases with continental
wind and solar generation levels (which also increase with time). This demonstrates that the
importance of energy exchange between the United States and Canada increases in scenarios with
higher renewable deployment. In the Low Cost VG scenario, the PLEXOS model showed that
despite an average flow between Canada and the United States of 4,700 MW, power flows from
the United States to Canada 32% of the time. Assigning the systemwide benefits to a specific
region or country is not possible without knowledge of the contracted and/or market prices.

The North American Renewable Integration Study: A Canadian Perspective. See “North American Renewable
Integration Study,” NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/naris.html.
31
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Figure 33. Net United States/Canada trade in all scenarios (core scenarios colored)
The shaded region represents the envelope of all the scenarios that are mentioned in Section 1.2. There is wide
variability between the scenarios, and there is no robust conclusion regarding net exports from Canada. In the NARIS
Canadian report, we discuss additional scenarios where Canadian exports were required in the model, and these
scenarios showed no significant cost increases.

Figure 34. Gross United States/Canada trade in all scenarios (with core scenarios colored)
The shaded region represents all the scenarios that were run for the study, including variations mentioned throughout
this report.
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Figure 35 and Figure 36 (page 57) show the net and gross trade between the United States and
Mexico, respectively, through 2050. Net trade between the United States and Mexico is highly
sensitive to model assumptions, as can be seen from the significant spread. However, gross trade
between Mexico and the United States (Figure 36, page 57) has a more consistent story.
Although there is significant spread between the scenarios, it generally increases in scenarios
with carbon constraints in both countries. This demonstrates that the importance of energy
exchange between the United States and Mexico increases in scenarios with higher renewable
generation levels.
Transmission is needed for adequacy in the near-term grid, and it is even more important with
higher loads and higher renewable deployment in 2050. Using the same random Monte Carlo
samples that generated the EUE results discussed in Section 3.1, we computed the maximum
utilization of each modeled transmission interface for each scenario in each meteorological year.
Maps of these results are presented for selected scenarios in Figure 37 (BAU 2024 with 2010
meteorology) and Figure 38 (Low Cost VG 2050 with 2010 meteorology). The results are highly
consistent across meteorological years (not shown here). Maximum utilization increases in the
2050 scenarios from the 2024 scenario, particularly in the Low Cost VG case. Note that as a
resource adequacy model, PRAS only utilizes transmission when it is required to avoid unserved
load, so the utilization maps indicate transmission requirements for adequacy rather than realistic
powerflow. For the rest of the analysis in this section, economic exchanges were considered at
every time-step in the modeling.
Though NARIS does demonstrate the value of cooperation and transmission, it does not
demonstrate that it is impossible to achieve renewable contribution levels or reliable future
grids without extensive new transmission builds. Those scenarios, if feasible, would come at
a higher cost.
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Figure 35 Net U.S./Mexico trade in all scenarios (with core scenarios colored)

Gross U.S.-Mexico Trade (TWh)

The shaded region represents all the scenarios that were run for the study, including variations mentioned
throughout this report.

Figure 36 Gross U.S./Mexico trade in all scenarios (with core scenarios colored)
The shaded region represents all the scenarios that were run for the study, including variations mentioned
throughout this report.
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Figure 37. Maximum utilization of paths in the near-term (2024) PRAS adequacy model
The width of the lines represents the capacity of the interface between zones. The color represents the
maximum hourly utilization (flow divided by capacity) during the PRAS adequacy analysis for 2010
meteorology; the plot looks similar for other years. This is not an economic dispatch; interfaces are utilized
only when it is absolutely needed to serve load.
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Figure 38. Maximum utilization of paths in the Low Cost VG 2050 scenario in PRAS model
The width of the lines represents the capacity of the interface between zones. The color represents the maximum
hourly utilization (flow divided by capacity) during the PRAS adequacy analysis for 2010 meteorology. This is not an
economic dispatch; interfaces are utilized only when it is absolutely needed to serve load.
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3.3.2 Utilization of transmission infrastructure is very high.
This section describes the utilization of the newly built transmission lines and the interfaces
between regions. Figure 39 shows the utilization of lines built by the ReEDS model in the Low
Cost VG 2050 scenario. Most lines have annual utilization greater than 90%, demonstrating the
high value of the expanded transmission pathways in the Low Cost VG scenario. These lines are
operated as DC lines in the PLEXOS modeling, which allows the model to reach higher levels of
utilization than AC (see Section 2.1.3 for a discussion of the overall impact). The utilization rates
are very high and are often used bidirectionally.
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Figure 39. Histogram of total utilization of expansion lines (Low Cost VG 2050)

Figure 40 shows the net interchange between U.S. regions and their neighbors. The biggest net
exchanges are from U.S. Southwest to California, the U.S. Northwest to California, the
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) area to the PJM Interconnection (PJM) area,
and British Columbia to the U.S. Northwest. Similar to today, California is the largest importer.
The total imports into California in the model (95 TWh) are in line with recent years. 32 Flows
from Quebec into the United States are split onto two different interfaces, yet both are
significant. The MISO export to PJM is also substantial, which is likely due to the high-quality
wind resources in MISO and strong transmission connections with PJM. Many other interfaces
have smaller net flows; some of these have large flows in each direction that balance out over
the year.

32

EIA data show California imported 71 TWh in 2019, down from an annual average of 89 TWh for 2013–2017.
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Figure 40. Net interchange between regions and their neighbors over the year (Low Cost VG 2050)
A gray box indicates there is not a connection between the regions (or power is flowing the opposite direction in net).
AB = Alberta
BC = British Columbia
FRCC = Florida Reliability Coordinating Council
HQ = Hydro Quebec
IESO = Independent Electricity System Operator
ISONE = ISO New England
MH = Manitoba Hydro
NYISO = New York Independent System Operator
SPP = Southwest Power Pool

Figure 41 shows the gross interchange patterns between regions. Though many interfaces stand
out in both Figure 40 and Figure 41, there are some differences in the figures. Though it is the
largest net flow, the flow from the Southwest U.S. to California is not the most significant
interface for gross flows, because it flows primarily one way. Other interfaces (particularly
between large regions like MISO, SERC, and PJM) flow both directions frequently, and these
are more noticeable in gross flow compared to net flow. Gross interchanges are also much larger
than net interchanges because of the bidirectional flow on most interfaces, including the
MISO/PJM interface. See Figure 42 (page 63) for details about the time series.
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Figure 41. Gross interchange between regions and their neighbors over the year (Low Cost
VG 2050)

Figure 42 shows the duration curve of the flow along major transmission interfaces (including
both existing transmission and new builds). Flexibly operating transmission interfaces is useful
in these scenarios. Many key interfaces have bidirectional utilization, meaning regions can
benefit from cooperation by selling or buying power when the economics (and/or adequacy) are
favorable. The PJM-NYISO (New York Independent System Operator) interface is expanded in
the capacity expansion model, and the lines are used heavily in both directions. It does not have
major net flows (Figure 40) but is heavily used in many hours of the year (Figure 42). In this
plot, only the British Columbia to Northwest U.S. interface is used primarily in a single
direction.
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Figure 42. Duration curve of flows along major U.S. interfaces in Low Cost VG 2050
The region name listed first is the source region of the flow and the second name is the destination region. A positive
flow means the source region is exporting to the destination region. A negative flow means the destination region is
the exporting region.

3.4 System Flexibility

This section provides a general overview of flexibility in the scenarios, and the subsequent
sections examine specific technologies.
3.4.1 Operational flexibility comes from transmission, flexible operation of
hydropower and thermal resources, storage, and curtailment of wind and
solar generation.
Figure 43 through Figure 45 show the dispatch of the three interconnections during a September
week with several very high-load days a few low-load days. This period highlights these sources
of flexibility in action. During the peak net load hours in the Eastern Interconnection (mostly
around sunset), you see imports, storage, hydropower, and thermal generation all dispatching
heavily, with thermal generation comprising more than half of the total generation (up to 59%).
These hours represent the hours in the far left of the thermal generation duration curve in Section
3.2.3 (Figure 26 through Figure 28). By the late morning on September 8, thermal generation
represents only 10% of generation. These are the hours at the far right of the duration curves in
Section 3.2.3. Hydropower is also generating significantly less to save power for sunset hours.
This flexibility in various technologies helps the grid to balance at high levels of renewable
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contribution. Imports to the Eastern Interconnection are coming mainly from Canada, and the
Eastern Interconnections and the Texas Interconnection are not exporting peak load hours (see
below). Even during the high-load days, some curtailment of wind and solar generation occurs
during midday hours. The curtailment often occurs near peak load in the early afternoon (during
high load, high solar output hours), but almost never during the peak net load 33 hour (sunset each
day). There is no unserved energy (load curtailment) in the PLEXOS model.

Figure 43. U.S. Eastern Interconnection generation dispatch stack for early September
(Low Cost VG 2050)

Figure 44 shows the dispatch in the Western Interconnection during the same period. Many of
the same features exist with the Eastern Interconnection but in different proportions (e.g., more
hydropower). The U.S. portion of the Western Interconnection is importing from the Canadian
portion during this period, and hydropower is contributing heavily in peak net load hours
(sunset).

33

Net load is the load minus available wind and solar generation.
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Figure 44. U.S. Western Interconnection generation dispatch stack for early September (Low Cost
VG 2050)

Figure 45 shows the Texas Interconnection dispatch during the same week. It has many patterns
similar to those in Figure 43 and Figure 44, although curtailment and exporting are seen at night
(versus never or during day) and are likely driven by wind and load patterns (i.e., high wind and
low load hours). Hydropower plays a minor role in the Texas Interconnection, and the dispatch
there is made up entirely of wind, solar, and thermal generators.

Figure 45. Texas Interconnection generation dispatch stack for early September
(LowCost VG 2050)
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3.4.2 Less than 10% of potential wind and solar is curtailed.
Figure 46 shows the duration curve of curtailment in the United States in the Low Cost VG
scenario. In total, it represents 9.3% of the potential wind and solar generation in the United
States. The bulk of the curtailment occurs in a small percentage of the hours, but curtailment
occurs somewhere in the United States in almost every hour. Curtailment represents a trade-off
between capital costs of wind and solar (or transmission and storage) compared to fuel costs of
thermal generators.
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Figure 46. U.S. curtailment duration curve

Figure 47 shows the diurnal and seasonal patterns of curtailment in the United States. Most (but
not all) curtailment occurs during the day, following the solar pattern until late afternoon hours,
when the curtailment reduces before sunset. Curtailment also peaks in the spring months and is at
a minimum in midsummer to late summer.
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Figure 47. U.S. curtailment duration by hour (left) and month (right)

Figure 48 shows a week of U.S.-wide dispatch during May, a period with lower loads, and high
solar and wind generation. Midday hours on May 10 and May 11 show hundreds of gigawatts of
curtailment, and the thermal generation (mostly nuclear running flat and gas CCs cycling daily)
operates similarly in each day. The curtailment varies widely through the week, but the actual
dispatch is fairly consistent. Storage, imports and exports, and hydropower all play key roles,
especially regionally, that are explored in Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5.

Figure 48. U.S.-wide dispatch stack during a high-curtailment period
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3.4.3 Hydropower contributes significantly to energy, adequacy, and flexibility.
Figure 49 through Figure 51 qualitatively demonstrate the contribution of hydropower flexibility.
Figure 49 demonstrates hydro’s contribution to the adequacy and flexibility during a week in the
Western Interconnection that includes low-load and high-load days. At the peak net load, hydro
capacity is contributing more than 30 GW toward the 120 GW net load peak, even in the fall,
when overall energy available for hydropower is low. Earlier in the week, when net load peaks
are much lower, the hydropower generators are holding back energy for higher load days. This
demonstrates the potential for flexible hydropower to generate most when needs are high and
least when needs are low in the future grid. 34

Figure 49. U.S. Western Interconnection hydropower and net load during a week with both highand low-load days in September in the Low Cost VG 2050 scenario
Although average generation is low during this example of a week in September, the peak generation is much higher
and contributes toward adequacy in the high-value periods.

Figure 50 shows the hydropower and net load again during a period in May with high
curtailment (the same period shown in the dispatch stack in Figure 48). Average hydropower
output is higher during this period despite lower loads than September. This demonstrates some
of the seasonal limitations on hydropower flexibility based on the model assumptions (see
Section 2.2.3). Some generators throughout the continent (e.g., Quebec) might have some
interseasonal flexibility that is not considered here, but these seasonal limitations represent a
real constraint on hydropower flexibility for many generators.

This implies some ability to forecast these higher-load days in advance, although the model simplifications in the
multiday dispatch prevent an unrealistic amount of information being available in the optimization.
34
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The hydropower follows diurnal load patterns well in both weeks. In the model dispatch,
hydropower contributes during both the larger peaks in net load (which is sunset in Figure 49 and
Figure 50) and the smaller peaks that sometimes occur during hours around sunrise. The Eastern
Interconnection hydropower dispatch shows some similar patterns, but hydropower makes up a
much smaller fraction of the load overall.

Figure 50 U.S. Western Interconnection hydropower generation and net load during a week with
high curtailment
Average generation is significantly higher than during the September week, although the net loads are lower.
This seasonal challenge demonstrates a constraint on flexibility, although the hydropower still follows the daily
load pattern well, helping contribute in higher-value hours and reduce generation in hours when curtailment is
happening the most.

Figure 51 shows the total U.S. net load versus total U.S. hydropower generation for the year.
The strong correlation indicates that even with the modeled limitations to flexibility, hydropower
generally can contribute substantially when energy production has the most value to the grid
(high net load) and reduce generation when it has the least (low net load).
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Figure 51 Total U.S. generation versus total U.S. net load for the entire year
Each dot represents a 5-minute interval in the PLEXOS model. The strong correlation indicates that hydropower is
following net load patterns well and contributing to adequacy in high-value hours, and is helping reduce curtailment of
wind and solar by generating less in low net load hours.

3.4.4 Hydropower flexibility reduces system costs by more than $2 billion
per year.
The previous section qualitatively demonstrates some of the value hydropower brings to the
system, including generation during times of peak demands and the ability to turn down at other
times. To explore these values in quantitatively, we ran the unit commitment and dispatch model
again assuming heavily constrained hydropower operations. By comparing the cases, we can
understand the value and benefits of hydropower flexibility to this future scenario (Low-Cost VG
2050).
The Low-Cost VG scenario assumed hydropower flexibility intended to represent today’s levels
of flexibility. The constrained case assumed operations at all hydropower plants (not just run-ofriver) have no flexibility (i.e., they have constant output, with the constant output varying
monthly or daily based on water flows). Run-of-river plants were modeled with the same time
series assumptions (historical flows) in both cases. This case was not intended to represent a
realistic future, but to help estimate the benefits that the flexibility of hydropower provides
compared to a hypothetical resource that cannot follow load. The key caveat for this valuation is
that it is based on the amount of flexibility allowed in the model (see Section 2.2.3). Future work
could further refine the representation of hydropower within the model and disaggregate the
types of flexibility (e.g., determine how much benefit is from interday versus intraday
flexibility).
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Table 10 shows some of the impacts of hydropower flexibility on key metrics in the Low-Cost
2050 production cost modeling. Today’s approximate level of hydropower flexibility—compared
to a completely inflexible hydropower fleet—could reduce annual operating (production) costs
by 3.0%, curtailment by 0.6 percentage points, fossil-fueled generation by 1.6%, and emissions
by 1.3%.
Table 10. Benefits of Hydropower Flexibility
Metric

Impact

Cost

Today’s level of hydropower flexibility reduces annual operating costs by $2.3 billion,
which represents 3.0% of the system production costs.

Curtailment

The flexibility of hydropower to turn down in periods of curtailment and generate more
in periods of need reduces curtailment from 9.9% to 9.2%.a

Generation

The reduction in curtailment leads to a reduction in generation from fossil-fueled units
of 22 TWh (1.6%); this includes an increase in coal generation of 4 TWh and a
decrease in gas of 26 TWh.b

Emissions

Increased flexibility reduces emissions in this scenario by 1.3%.

These values are based on a comparison of the 5-minute dispatch model runs from the Low-Cost VG scenario
with runs from an identical scenario with all hydropower flexibility disabled (i.e., dispatchable hydropower
generators are assumed to have flat output levels for each month). U.S. and Canadian hydropower was
included in the sensitivity, so results presented are aggregated for the continent.
Curtailment reported here is a U.S. and Canada average, because the sensitivity was done for all U.S. and
Canada hydropower.

a

b Because the dispatch of generators is a cost optimization, increased flexibility will lead to selecting lowercost resources (in this case, coal because of fuel costs)

Figure 52 shows the annual pattern of daily cost reductions from hydropower flexibility. It is
smoothed to limit the visibility of interday energy shifting. Although the reasons for the value
likely vary by season, the overall value is similar between seasons. Curtailment is likely a strong
driver of this value; the highest curtailment in the model and the highest monthly value of
hydropower flexibility both occur in April. The lowest curtailment occurs in July and August, as
does the lowest monthly value of hydropower flexibility. In high curtailment periods, like the
spring, the value comes primarily from avoided curtailment. In low curtailment periods, it comes
from a variety of sources, including substituting higher-cost peak generation with lower-cost
resources.
From a hydrology perspective, the high-value periods do coincide with low-water times of the
year for these modeling assumptions (see Section 2.2.3 for hydropower output by week). This
might be due to the ability to shift power more easily when the quantity of water does not require
generators to regularly run near capacity. More study of different hydrological conditions mixed
with flexibility changes would help address this question.
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Figure 52. Daily cost reduction from hydropower flexibility
This figure shows the smoothed, daily hydropower flexibility cost reduction, which averages $6.3 million per
day. It does not substantially vary by season, except a period in early March when the model shifts energy to
another time if it is feasible to do so. The smoothing is a 30-day filter, to limit the impacts of daily variability
due to substantially more or less energy generation from hydropower.

The above analysis is based on a typical hydropower year for all regions. We also reran the
model with a 5% increase (wet) and a 5% decrease (dry) in energy availability at hydropower
generators to see the different impacts (no changes were made to the capacity of the generators).
The Dry case leads to an increase in production costs of $1.1 billion. Most (27 TWh) of the
approximately 35 TWh generation needed to make up for the reduced hydropower generation
came from gas CCs, and 5 TWh came from reduced curtailment at wind and solar generators In
the Wet case, production costs decrease by $0.9 billion. The additional curtailment from wet
conditions is slightly higher than the reduction from wet conditions, and the 7 TWh additional
wind and solar curtailment represents approximately 20% of the additional available hydropower
energy.
Table 11. Impacts of Different Water Conditions
Metric

Dry

Typical

Wet

Cost, $ billion
(change from Typical)

$78.5 billion
(+ $1.1 billion)

$77.4 billion

$76.5 billion
(- $0.9 billion)

Gas CT, TWh
(change from Typical)

95
(+ 1)

94

93
(- 1)

Gas CC, TWh
(change from Typical)

1,584
(+ 27)

1,557

1,534
(- 23)

Wind and Solar
(TWh difference)

3,492
(+ 5)

3,487

3,480
(-7)

These values are based on comparing the 5-minute dispatch model runs from the Typical case to a Wet (5%
additional energy from hydropower in every month) and Dry (5% reduction in energy).
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3.4.5 Hundreds of gigawatts of storage could be installed if costs came
down significantly.
In this section, we discuss the impacts of running the ReEDS model with the 2018 ATB LowCost assumptions for storage, compared to the Mid-Cost assumptions that were used for the core
cases. In the core nonelectrification scenarios (BAU, Low-Cost VG, and CO2 Constrained),
storage capacity in 2050 is 30 GW–55 GW. In the Electrification scenario, storage capacity is
noticeably higher at 130 GW. Figure 53 shows the change in capacity in the core scenarios
assuming low-cost storage (based on the 2018 ATB). In the nonelectrification scenarios, storage
capacity is approximately 200 GW higher by 2050. In the electrification scenario, there is
approximately 350 GW of additional storage by 2050. The existing pumped-storage hydropower
was modeled in all scenarios and included as storage (not hydropower) in all plots; the new
builds in the core and Low Cost Storage scenarios are primarily batteries with 4 hours of storage
capacity.

Figure 53. Change in 2050 capacity for core scenarios with lower-cost storage availability
Each core scenario was modeled with standard (2018 NREL ATB Mid Cost) assumptions for storage costs.
As a sensitivity, each core scenario was also modeled with lower storage cost trajectories through 2050.
The difference between each sensitivity and each core scenario is presented here. The dashed line
represents the net capacity impact for each scenario and sensitivity pairing. For all scenarios, the total
capacity is higher in the Low Cost Storage cases.

The importance of the contribution of storage to adequacy in these low-cost storage scenarios is
shown in Section 3.2.2, where the contribution of renewables plus storage to planning reserve
is seen to be hundreds of GW higher in the low-cost storage cases because of the high storage
deployment. Deployment of thermal generation (a mixture of gas CCs and CTs) is also several
hundred GW less in the low-cost storage scenarios because of the adequacy provided by the
storage.
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3.5 Scenario Comparisons

In this section, we compare some of the key outcomes of the scenarios, including costs,
emissions, distributed generation, and the impacts of electrification.
3.5.1 Emissions drop substantially in all scenarios.
Figure 54 shows the emissions trajectory through 2050 in the core scenarios. Existing state
renewable portfolio standards and clean energy standards drive CO2 reductions through 2028.
The carbon limits in the model (80% reduction by 2050 in the CO2 Constrained and
Electrification cases) are binding starting in the late 2020s. Emissions reductions from the
electrification of additional energy end uses in the Electrification scenarios are not considered in
this plot, so the Electrification scenario could be part of much larger emissions reduction in the
overall energy system. In the Electrification Futures Study, nonelectric sector emissions
reductions that were enabled by the newly electrified end uses were approximately 1,500 million
metric tons per year in 2050, which is more than the electric sector emissions reductions shown
here in any of the scenarios between 2020 and 2050. Between 2030 and 2040, the Low-Cost VG
trajectory has significantly lower emissions than the CO2 Constrained. However, they are nearly
identical by 2050.

Figure 54. U.S. CO2 trajectory through 2050 in the core scenarios
The emissions reductions from the electrification of energy end uses (e.g., transportation and heating) in the
Electrification scenario are not considered in this plot. The CO2 Constrained and Electrification scenarios follow an
identical trajectory after 2028 because of binding carbon constraints.
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3.5.2 Distributed generation is likely to play a significant role in generation;
costs strongly impact adoption.
The dGen modeling results for the United States are primarily drawn from the results of the 2018
Standard Scenarios Report (Cole et al. 2018). This analysis examines the geographic distribution
of DPV deployment across the United States over three cost scenarios as explained in Section
2.1.2.
The installed cost of distributed solar PV is the most significant factor affecting cumulative solar
adoption. Based on the three ATB cost projections described in Section 2.1.2, Figure 55 displays
dGen’s cumulative DPV deployment forecast by scenario. In the High Cost scenario, adoption
climbs slowly from 28.2 GW in 2030 to 32.3 in 2050. This slow growth is unsurprising, as the
cost of solar remains consistent at 2018 levels in the High Cost scenario, leading to a stagnant
market once the least-cost agents have adopted. In the Mid-Cost scenario, adoption increases to
57.3 GW in 2030 and 116.2 GW in 2050. Despite this growth, adoption is still concentrated in
the residential sector (91.9 GW). In the Low Cost scenario, some 83.1 GW are adopted by 2030
and this grows to 232.6 GW by 2050. In this scenario, the commercial sector sees significant
growth (55.9 GW by 2050) as payback periods are achieved that can compete with the generally
lower-cost electricity purchased by commercial businesses.

Figure 55. Cumulative U.S. DPV deployment by cost scenario

Differences in adoption levels between geographies can also be explained by policies (including
tariffs such as NEM, subsidies, and other incentives) and resource quality (as measured by
global horizontal solar irradiance). Resource quality influences the differences in the capacity
factor that comparable PV systems would be able to produce, as displayed in the solar resource
map included in Figure 1. The differences from policies and resource are explored in Table 12
(page 76) and Figure 56 (page 77).
Table 12 provides a heat map of the temporal and geographic trends of adoption within U.S.
regions. Adoption is considerably concentrated in only a few regions, with 24% of 2050 adoption
concentrated in only two regions, and 51% concentrated in the top five regions (for the Mid Cost
NEM scenario). The coasts dominate rooftop solar adoption, including the service areas for
system operators in the Middle Atlantic (PJM), Florida (Florida Reliability Coordinating
Council, or FRCC), the Southeast (SERC-E), and California. Some of this is likely due in part to
higher resource quality in these areas (e.g., Florida versus New York). Also, strong state policy
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support or comparatively expensive retail electricity costs boost adoption in New England (ISONE), which otherwise has lower solar resource quality. Table 12 also shows the impact of
extending NEM policies that do not have a legislated end date (the net metering cases),
compared to assuming all regions transition to a tariff where electricity sold to the grid is
compensated at wholesale rates (net billing).
Table 12. Cumulative Adoption (GW) in 2050 by Region for Cost and Policy Sensitivities
Low Cost

Mid Cost

Region

Net
Meteringa

PJM-E

26.7

19.4

14.1

8.2

FRCC

28.1

10.3

14.1

3.7

SERC-E

19.0

13.8

12.2

5.8

CA

22.0

22.1

10.8

10.8

ISO-NE

14.0

10.3

8.5

4.8

PJM-W

18.0

13.6

8.5

4.5

MISO-E

17.6

9.8

8.5

3.0

NWPP-NWb

11.9

8.5

6.6

2.9

SPPc

13.1

7.1

5.5

1.9

MISO-S

10.3

6.1

4.9

1.5

ERCOT

14.7

14.7

4.7

4.7

SRSGd

6.8

5.5

3.6

2.7

MISO-W

8.4

2.8

3.5

0.8

RMRGe

4.6

1.7

2.6

0.8

NYISO

5.2

5.2

2.5

2.5

NWPP-Sb

3.7

3.2

2.4

2.1

SERC-SE

5.0

3.8

2.0

1.2

SERC-N

3.2

3.1

1.2

1.0

Total

233

161

116

63

Net Billinga

Net
Meteringa

Net Billinga

a Net metering assumes state NEM policies that do not have a legislated end date are extended, while net
billing assumes all regions use a policy that compensates customers at wholesale rates for power sold back
to the grid.
b

NPP-NW = Northwest Power Pool-Northwest; NPP-S = Northwest Power Pool-South

c

SPP = Southwest Power Pool

d

SRSG = Southwest Reserve Sharing Group

e

RMRG = Rocky Mountain Reserve Group

Figure 56 is a county-level map of the United States indicating the projected cumulative DPV
installed capacity by the year 2040 from dGen’s Mid Cost scenario (with net metering). The
scenario shown in Figure 56 assumes policies such as incentives or NEM programs will continue
until current statues expire (as of November 2018). These policies likely explain some of the
adoption in Northeastern U.S. states such as New York, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, which
are expected to see substantial growth through 2040. On the other hand, states like Florida, and
Arizona see high levels of adoption likely because of high solar resource availability. California
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and North Carolina both benefit from both a favorable policy regime and substantial solar
resource availability.

Figure 56. Projected DPV installed capacity (Mid Cost Scenario) by county

Across all geographies, solar resource adoption is temporally linked to factors such as the
(increasing) cost of electricity and the (decreasing) installed technology cost of solar. Figure 57
shows a distribution of retail electricity consumption in North America by sector and cost
(average $/kWh inclusive of all fees paid by dGen agents). In the United States, the residential
sector forms a normal curve with a mean electricity cost of around $0.11/kWh in 2018 dollars.
Commercial agents in the model pay somewhat less on average, although there is some
bifurcation with bookends between $0.03/kWh and $0.15/kWh. Industrial agents pay
substantially less on average, which indicates residential and commercial agents provide some
level of cross-subsidization to support industry within the United States through retail rates. This
pattern makes the economics of rooftop solar PV adoption more favorable among the residential
sector by potentially offering a lower-cost source of electricity as the cost of solar decreases
(installed costs per kilowatt were displayed earlier in Figure 9). All these rates are adjusted into
the future based on electricity cost projections in the ReEDS model in the iterative process
described in Section 2.1.2.
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Figure 57. Histograms of average retail cost of electricity ($/kWh) across United States by sector
Histogram bins are weighted based on total load, with rates based on the total charges (including, for example, any
metering charges or demand charges) divided by total load. Data were populated in the Utility Rate Database
(OpenEI, https://openei.org/wiki/Utility_Rate_Database); see the database for individual sources.

As the cost of electricity increases (modeled as an escalation within dGen, based on iteration
with the ReEDS model) and the cost of solar decreases (in the Mid-Cost and Low-Cost scenarios
of the ATB), the payback period of adopting DPV decreases. The payback period indicates the
number of years of system operation needed to pay for financed system cost through retail
electricity bill savings. Because of their higher average electricity cost in the United States, the
residential sector achieves lower payback periods than other sectors as displayed in Figure 58
averaging 8.3 years across the United States in 2050 compared with 14.4 in the commercial
sector and 15.5 in the industrial sector. As with adoption, payback periods vary greatly by
geography. SERC-E which covers Georgia offers the lowest payback periods modeled by dGen
of 5.8 years by 2050 in the Mid-Cost Scenario. NYISO contains average payback periods of 21.1
years. Though there is a trend in the results for greater adoption per capita in areas with low
payback periods, other influences such as peer effects favor some regions over others.
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Figure 58. DPV payback periods by year across sectors and scenarios

In conclusion, dGen forecasts 63 GW–233 GW of DPV adoption by 2050 (depending on assumed
costs and tariff structures), with the Mid Cost scenario forecasting 116 GW for the net metering
case assumptions. Cost is seen to be the most significant factor in determining adoption rates, and
factors such as policy regime and resource availability lead to a concentration of adoption in a few
regions with lower payback periods for solar PV. The distributed PV adoption is allowed to
contribute toward planning reserve and adequacy in the ReEDS and PRAS modeling
(respectively), based on the same methods as used for other wind and solar technologies.
The Mid and Low Costs scenarios in dGen (with Net Billing assumptions) were used as inputs
for the ReEDS modeling in the NARIS scenarios (Low Cost dGen was used for Low Cost VG
scenario, and the Mid Cost dGen was used for all others). Note that there is substantial
uncertainty between the cost trajectories.
3.5.3 Total costs are more sensitive to electrification and assumptions about
wind and solar costs than carbon limits.
Figure 59 shows the total system costs of the core scenarios through 2050. Comparisons of
scenarios depend on several key assumptions—the most important of which are likely the
assumed cost of wind and solar generation and the assumed price of natural gas. Based on the
standard (2018 ATB) cost assumptions, the carbon constraint (80% reduction from the U.S. grid
compared to 2005) leads to a 6% increase in costs. The CO2 Constrained scenario reduces
cumulative continental emissions by 10.5 billion metric tons at an average cost of $39 per metric
ton over the 30-year time horizon.
Low-cost wind and solar assumptions lead to overall cost reductions of 16% over the BAU with
even lower carbon emissions (through 2050) than the CO2 Constrained scenario. Although the
exact values are sensitive to assumptions, the low-cost wind and solar trajectories consistently
lead to higher deployments of wind and solar in NARIS, both in the final scenarios presented
here and previous iterations with different cost trajectory assumptions.
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Figure 59. Total U.S. system costs for the core scenarios
The Electrification scenario costs include only electric sector costs and represent a large difference in 2050 demand
(2050 annual demand is noted on figure); this does not consider the savings from reducing energy use in other
sectors.

3.5.4 Widespread electrification requires approximately doubling infrastructure
investment from other core scenarios; further research is needed.
Most of the scenarios in this study assumed load growth consistent with default assumptions that
assume minimal newly electrified loads in 2050 (see Section 2.2.2). To understand how key
conclusions from the study could change under a high-electrification scenario, we applied the
load profiles created for the High Electrification scenario in the Electrification Futures Study for
the United States to produce scenarios that assumed higher electrification of existing energy
uses, such as transportation and building heating. We used the EnergyPATHWAYS model
(using a slightly simpler methodology than the EnergyPATHWAYS used for the Electrification
Futures Study) for Canada and Mexico.
EnergyPATHWAYS is a comprehensive energy accounting and analysis framework specifically
designed to examine the large-scale energy system transformations. It has been used in more
than a dozen national and subnational studies to calculate the impacts of energy system decisions
into the future in terms of infrastructure, emissions, and cost impacts to energy consumers and
the economy more broadly.
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Projections of future energy service are based on projections of variables that correlate with
energy services, such as population. These explanatory variables are referred to as service
demand drivers and are exogenous inputs to the EnergyPATHWAYS model. Often a chain of
explanatory variables are used to determine service demand in a single subsector. For instance,
residential space heating demand is based on residential square footage, which is based on the
number of households, which is based on total population. Creation of hourly electricity profiles
involves the additional step of multiplying annual final energy by a unitized shape representing
the portion of electricity demand that occurs in each hour of the year.
Figure 60 and Figure 61 show the projected load growth from electrification through time and by
province respectively. Electrification could add 38% to U.S. load in 2050, with transportation
comprising the largest share of the new demands. Generally regional distribution of
electrification load growth is similar to regional distribution of load, although some regions will
see significant changes to the patterns of electricity load growth. For example, regions in the
Northeastern United States could shift from summer peaking to winter peaking (see Figure 61).
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Figure 60. Load growth due to additional electrification in the Electrification scenario
The total load growth from electrification, shown here by sector, represents a 38% increase over the reference case
in 2050. Source: Electrification Futures Study (Mai et al. 2018).
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Figure 61. Electrification by state in 2050
The size of a pie charts corresponds with total electricity demand (GW) during the top demand hour. The pie
wedges show the seasonal distribution of the top 100 hours with the highest demand by state. Seasons are
defined along monthly groupings: summer includes June, July, and August; fall includes September, October,
and November; winter includes December, January, and February; and spring includes March, April, and May.
Data shown, including 2015 data, are based on modeled estimates from the Electrification Futures Study.

Figure 62 (page 83) shows the generation (left) and transmission (right) infrastructure built in the
Electrification scenario versus the CO2 Constrained scenario, which is the next closest scenario
in terms of infrastructure built in the model. Wind and solar development, and transmission
development, are approximately double in the Electrification scenario. Though the benefits of
electrification (possibly including both economics and emissions) might justify the investment,
the quantity of infrastructure development is notable when compared to the other scenarios.
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Figure 62. Generation capacity difference in 2050 (left) and total new transmission builds (right)
between CO2 Constrained and Electrification scenarios
The ReEDS model results for the Electrification scenario look similar to those for other scenarios in many respects,
with one very substantial difference: the amount of infrastructure built in the Electrification scenario is much larger
because of higher loads.

These results are from the ReEDS model; PLEXOS and PRAS were not run on any scenarios
that included electrification. Studying demand flexibility in PLEXOS and PRAS could lead to
conclusions that reduce infrastructure needs (due to lower planning reserve requirements if peak
demands are more flexible) or increase infrastructure needs (if nodal powerflow analysis
demonstrates that more intrazonal transmission is needed).
Outside of the general infrastructure builds and costs (which occur due to shifting infrastructure
and costs to the electricity sector), the results from the Electrification scenario do not conflict
with other scenarios on any key findings (including findings related to transmission value,
exports, achieving low-carbon targets, and others). Methods recently developed for the
Electrification Futures Study and other studies could help improve methods for treatment of
these new, potentially flexible loads. In future work, the value of load flexibility can be
addressed.
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3.5.5 Using better information during unit commitment reduces costs
and curtailment.
There is significant uncertainty about both (1) what the quality of wind and solar forecasts will
look like in 2050 and (2) when commitment decisions will be made in regions both with and
without ISOs. To address this uncertainty, we made three different types of forecasts and ran the
PLEXOS unit commitment and dispatch modeling with each in the geographically decomposed
method described in Section 2.1.3. Forecast data are described in Section 2.2.1.
A system operator in the 2050 grid could use better information during unit commitment in
two ways:
•
•

Improvements in Wind and Solar Forecasting: Advanced site-specific forecasting
techniques were not specifically applied for NARIS, but such techniques could help
achieve better information for use by operators in unit commitment.
Shorter-Term Commitment Horizons: Though system operators today make many unit
commitment decisions in the day-ahead time-frame, the U.S. grid in the NARIS 2050
scenarios consists mostly of generators that do not need commitment decisions to be
made 24 hours in advance. Improved information could be used during unit commitment
by performing operational commitment closer to real-time and repeating the process
regularly. Such a “rolling” unit commitment method, in combination with generators that
are flexible enough to adjust, could incorporate better information.

The model runs presented in Table 13 do not assume any specific rolling commitment horizon or
forecasting technique; they use improved forecast information (from “blending” with real-time
actual generation) to understand the potential benefit of using better information during unit
commitment. Improving forecast error from 10% average MAE to 5%–0% reduces production
costs by approximately $1 billion (1%) per step and reduces curtailment by approximately one
percentage point per step.
Table 13. Continent-Wide Cost Impacts of Forecast Quality Used During Unit Commitment
Forecast

Annual Production
Cost Increase ($)

Annual Production
Cost Increase (%)

Total Wind and Solar
Curtailment (%)

Perfect forecasts

N/A

N/A

9.1%

Forecast with 5% continental
MAE (hours-ahead)

$800 million

1.1%

10.4%

Forecast with 10%
continental MAE (dayahead)

$2 billion

2.8%

11.1%

Forecasts were created using day-ahead model runs from the ECMWF model, time synchronous with the
2012 meteorology presented in this report for dispatch. The forecast with 5% plant-averaged MAE is used in
other sections of this report. Note that these sensitivities are based on a penultimate hourly version of the
model, and absolute numbers may not be consistent with other sections.
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4 Discussion and Future Work

This report represents the findings of NARIS from a U.S. perspective. However, the overarching
conclusions are nearly identical across the continent. 35 Key NARIS learnings for the United
States include:
•

•

•

•

Supply can balance with demand in a variety of scenarios, with high contributions
coming from renewable resources continentally. This was demonstrated through unit
commitment and dispatch modeling with nodal transmission representation for 1 year of
meteorological data and 7 years of historical meteorology for the Monte Carlo resource
adequacy modeling.
Thermal generators (i.e., nuclear, coal, and gas) do not produce as much energy in the
NARIS scenarios in 2050 as actual thermal generators produce today, but significant
thermal capacity remains in the NARIS scenarios to serve capacity adequacy needs of the
system. This result is economic from a system cost perspective, but more study is needed
to understand the market implications. Increased transmission and storage could also
fulfill some of these system roles, and they could be optimal depending on cost and
emissions limit assumptions.
Transmission helps enable economics and reliability (via resource adequacy) in the
NARIS scenarios. Transmission expansion and cooperation between countries can save
the system tens of billions of dollars, while transmission and cooperation between regions
can save hundreds of billions of dollars.
Flexibility to accommodate the variability in the system can come from flexible operation
of hydropower and thermal generators, transmission, storage, curtailment, and other
technologies and practices.

Key assumptions and limitations of the study, which are listed in Section , include that:
•
•

•
•

The ReEDS model used to create the transmission and generation expansion scenarios
performs a cost optimization. Though this helps illuminate potential low-cost pathways to
a reliable grid, it should not be read as a blueprint for the continent or any specific region.
We ran scenarios with various assumptions about wind and solar costs, storage costs,
natural gas prices, and other assumptions, and many of the conclusions in this report are
robust to these assumptions. However, we represented only a small fraction of the infinite
possibilities of combinations of all potential grid conditions in 2050.
Although we addressed the adequacy portion of reliability, we did not address voltage
or frequency stability in any detail in this work.
Much of the work is based on meteorological conditions from 2007 through 2013. If
these years are not representative of typical conditions in the future, or of certain types
of extreme events, there could be gaps in our analysis. Climate change has the potential
to lead to meteorological conditions different than what we have studied here.

For our report of the NARIS findings from a Canadian perspective, see The North American Renewable
Integration Study: A Canadian Perspective, which is available at “North American Renewable Integration Study,”
NREL, https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/naris.html.

35
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More study is needed to understand some of the key caveats and questions that remain after this
work, including about:
•

•

•
•

•

Market Implications: The optimizations in our sequence of models led to very different
future operation for thermal generators (particularly natural gas combined cycle units)
compared to their current operation. Existing market structures might not create sufficient
revenue for these generators.
Extreme Events: The NARIS scenarios were analyzed with state-of-the-art tools for data
development and modeling. A variety of extreme meteorological events were considered
in the 7 years studied (e.g., storms, heat waves, and polar vortex events). More-detailed
analysis of how various technologies perform in extreme events (e.g., wind performance
in a hurricane) could improve our understanding of grid reliability with today’s
infrastructure or the infrastructure of the future.
Transmission: More-detailed transmission and power flow modeling could help us better
understand the feasibility of the NARIS scenarios, and the costs and benefits of new
transmission investments.
Demand: The uncertainty of electricity demand patterns in the long-term future is
significant due to climate change and electrification of other sectors. Building off the
Electrification Futures Study, electrification-focused studies can also help refine and
quantify the benefits of electrification to other sectors and understand the potential
flexibility of new demands. For this study, the more detailed models (production cost
and Monte Carlo resource adequacy) were not run on the Electrification scenario.
Evolving Technologies: Technology cost improvements in NARIS sensitivities for
storage and distributed generation led to significant increases in their deployment
(hundreds of GW for each). Ongoing cost reductions for offshore wind in North America
would likely lead to significant deployment increases. Other technology breakthroughs,
including long-duration storage, carbon capture, geothermal, and concentrating solar
power, could possibly lead to similar deployment expectations. Although the key
conclusions in this report may be unaffected by these changes, there may be different
conclusions or more efficient (or robust) ways to maintain a reliable low-carbon grid
with emerging technologies over the coming decades.
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